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The New Roles of Leading-Edge Computing

ver the past quarter-century, a fundamental change has occurred in the way scien-
tists and engineers view computation as a tool of research. In the 1960s, computa-

tion was a specialized tool whose application was largely limited to a few disciplines
of physics, engineering, and chemistry, and which was widely considered to be merely an
adjunct of theory. After a quarter-century of spectacular advances in computing hardware
and numerical algorithms, we now commonly speak of experiment, theory, and computa-
tion as the three principal elements of modern scientific research. The change in our think-
ing is dramatically highlighted by discussions of large-scale "computational experiments"
appearing in the scientific literature side by side with the results of physical experiments.
Over the last decade, progress has accelerated still further as advances in microprocessor
technology have revolutionized the business and personal use of computers in our society
as well as the tools on the desks of our scientists and eugineers.

The phrase "Grand Challenges of computational science" came into general usage in

the late 1980s, when conferences on the subject sought to identify the major scientific goals
that can be reached by using computation in its revolutionary role as a new mode of

inquiry. The nature and scope of the Grand Challenges can be best understood by example.
Within the mission of the Department of Energy, the complete mechanical, physical, and
chemical design of efficient internal combustion engines and the comprehensive design of
fusion-energy devices are such examples, as are the molecular-level design of ways to
extract pollutants from water and soil and the design of new industrial materials and super-
conductors. The Grand Challenges range from the modeling of the global climate to the
prediction of the functions and structures of biologically active molecules.

The purpose of this publication is to highlight selected scientific challenges that have

been undertaken by the DOE Energy Research community. I would like to express my appre-
ciation to the authors of the articles collected here. The high quality of the research reflected
in their contributions underscores the growing importance both of the Grand Challenge sci-
entific efforts sponsored by DOE and of the related supporting technologies that the National
Energy Research Supercomputer Center (NERSC) and other facilities are able to provide. The
continued improvement of the computing resources available to DOE scientists is a prerequi-
site to ensuring their future progress in solving the Grand Challenges.

The National Energy Research Supercomputer Center has been in existence since the
beginning of the supercomputer revolution of the late 1970s and now plays a central role in
providing computational technology for research in the energy sciences. As the principal
supplier of production high-performance computing and networking services to the Energy

Research community, the Center has met the general-purpose computing needs of energy
scientists by providing a centrally located supercomputer resource, accessible to the remote
user by a high-speed network. Our latest supercomputer is a 16-processor, 256-million-word
CRAY Y-MP C90, the fastest Cray computer currently available. Another major service of
NERSC is managing the Energy Sciences Network (ESNET), the nationwide wide-area net-
work for the Department of Energy. NERSC is guided by its user community and its close
connections with the scientific programs of the Office of Energy Research.

While NERSC began during the supercomputer revolution, its present and future are

part of the microprocessor revolution. The explosion in microprocessor technology and the
vast improvement in national networking capability have produced a new and powerful
paradigm for computing using widely distributed resources. Many small-to-medium jobs
are being off-loaded from the supercomputer to the workstation, where they often achieve
faster turnaround at lower cost. With the advent of a standard UNIX interface and the

proliferation of compatible software, the workstation has become a useful resource not
only for production computing but also for pre- and post-processing activities such as text-
editing and visualization. The emergence of easy-to-use portable communications software
now allows scientists to distribute calculations over clusters of workstations connected by
high-speed networks.
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The ability to treat a heterogeneous distributed system as a single entity is now being
developed by the computer industry and by service providers like NERSC. In the integrated
distributed computing environment, the scientist will be able to log in to a collection of
computers and access a single, unified (and distributed) file and storage system. We look
forward to providing this capability to our users, and we plan to provide basic core services,
through the Energy Sciences Network, to support wide-area distributed computing environ-
ments throughout the Energy Research community.

The other major result of the microprocessor revolution is the emergence of massively

parallel computers as the next class of supercomputer. These machines consist of hundreds
or thousands of microprocessors equipped with large memories and connected by the fastest
communications hardware yet designed. The comparison of tremendous gains in this area

with more modest progress in conventional vector processing leads us to believe that within
several years, massively parallel computers will provide a major fraction of the supercom-
puting needs of the Office of Energy Research. Many of the articles in this issue cite results
from massively parallel systems. NERSC's plans for the immediate future focus on the tran-
sition to massively parallel computing for energy researchers.

Computer networking technology is progressing as fast as other parts of the discipline.
With the emerging Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology, the performance of
ESNET will undergo rapid evolution over the next several yearsmfrom the current 1.5 mil-

lion bits per second to nearly a billion bits per second. The barriers to the integrated man-
agement of large volumes of widely dispersed data and to wide-area interactive visualiza-
tion of scientific results are coming down. ATM technology is the basis for technologies that
will allow simultaneous transmission of voice, data, and video.

The larger memories and faster speeds of new computers have caused data storage to
become a major bottleneck for many scientists. The National Storage Laboratory, located at
NERSC, is a collaboration between government and industry to bring large-scale hierarchi-
cal storage system performance and functionality into better balance with modern process-
ing capabilities and new applications requirements. The National Storage Laboratory will
initially focus on two major applicationsmfusion energy and climate modeling.

The expanding role of computation in science depends most critically on the pool of
talented scientists who work in computationally intensive research and on our ability as a
nation to attract and train young people from all parts of our diverse society for scientific

careers. Our role in that effort is an important focus at NERSC. We were the first
Department of Energy center to organize a supercomputing program for high-school stu-
dents. We currently house the National Education Supercomputer, a CRAY X-MP dedicated
to high-school education, and sponsor an innovative teacher training program.

There is national recognition of the growing role of computation in all parts of society,
and the Federal Government's High-Performance Computing and Communications
Initiative is spurring leading-edge computational science research at a number of

Department of Energy institutions. We value our increasingly close ties with those institu-
tions, with computer manufacturers and software houses, and with other research centers,
because they help us bring new technology into the production computing environment
and provide the highest level of service to our users.

Large-scale computing is indispensable to research in the energy sciences, and we at
NERSC remain committed to providing the computational resources needed by our users to
continue to expand the horizons of computational science.

C. William McCurdy, Director
National Energy Research Supercomputer Center
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
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It comprises a consortium of researchers at Computational Efforts
six national laboratories of the DOE and Although the nation's fusion program
the National Aeronautics and Space has long featured forefront scientific cam-
Administration (NASA), five universities, puting, one problem that until now has
the National Energy Research demanded more computing power than
Supercomputer Center at Livermore, the was available is turbulent transport calcu-
Advanced Computing Laboratory at Los lations. Using the generation of computers
Alamos, and the High-Performance just becoming operational, we can now
Computing Center at Oak Ridge. carry out, in a true toroidal geometry, cal-

To obtain meaningful results, the models culations that directly simulate a small to
must include features known to be essen- moderate-sized tokamak. However, the

tial to tokamak transport. One is a true parameters of such calculations still fall
toroidal geometry, in which magnetic field short of those of larger machines.
lines follow spiraling (helical) paths Accordingly, future calculations will push
around the torus. Another is the almost- the largest available computers to their
free motion of particles along this twisted limits, driving the development of high-
field, which connects points all along a performance computing in several unique
given field line. Particles moving parallel ways. Our calculations, which use both
to the magnetic field and those raoving particle and fluid methods, have already

perpendicular to the magnetic field have identified and addressed several important
greatly different time scales that must also issues in parallel computing. Among these
be taken into account, as must the dispar- are efficient algorithms for locating and
ity in the speeds and responses of the rela- following particles in complex geometries
tively light electrons and the heavier ions and load-leveling among many processors.
in the plasma. Finally, the models must Both particle and fluid methods will
reflect a range of space scales that extends require the most advanced data storage
from the gyroradius of an ion (a few mil- and visualization tools to deal with the
limeters) to the size of the machine itself very large number of degrees of freedom
(a few meters), represented in such calculations.

Numerical studies of plasma confine-

A Twofold Approach ment in a tokamak configuration are cam-
To reliably address such a mix of issues, plicated by several factors. Perhaps the

we are following two main approaches and most important is the extreme range of
comparing their results. In the most funda- time scales in a fusion plasma, extending
mental approach, we computationally from 10-12 s for the fastest electrons to sev-
advance a collection of particles to sample eral seconds, the time scale required for the
the motion of actual plasma particles. We plasma profile to relax to a true steady
then use the resulting particle data to cal- state. The fluctuations of greatest interest
culate plasma currents and charge densi- have time scales in the range of a fraction

ties by interpolating to a spatial grid and to several milliseconds.
finally solve Maxwell's equations for the Great efforts have been made during the
self-consistent electromagnetic fields, past decade to develop model equations

The particle approach is more faithful and appropriate algorithms that embody
to the physics, but its numerical resolution these complex processes. Both the fluid
is limited. In an alternative approach, we and the particle approaches have been
use a set of fluid equations that deal with extended in the direction of each other. For
parallel and drift motions by advar.cing a example, particle-in-cell (PIC) methods,
few velocity moments of the particle veloc- initially developed to examine the fastest

ity distribution with approximate models time scales in a collisionless plasma, have
for the higher moments. Maxwell's equa- been extended into the low-frequency
tions are again solved to complete the self- regime of interest by using orbit-averaging
consistent description. We are currently and implicit techniques. On the other
comparing solutions from these two meth- hand, fluid approaches originally applied
ads with one another, with the predictions to describe large-scale magnetohydrody-
of analytic theory, and with experimental namic phenomena have been modified to
observations, include the essential kinetic effects
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associated with nearly flee motion of a of assumptions is well satisfied by a vari-
plasma particle along the magnetic field, eW of instabilities that occur in the core

The NTP is adapting both approaches to of tokamaks and are believed to be the
provide two independent numerical treat- principal agents of anomalous
ments in a region where the time scales transport. 2 In not being constrained to
overlap (Fig. 1). If validated in the overlap the cyclotron time scale, the simulation
region, fluid modelsmwhich require many can employ a larger timestep that is
fewer degrees of freedom than PIC mad- more appropriate to the diamagnetic
elswmay provide a much more efficient drift frequency. The model also features

means of studying transport. Comparison less electromagnetic noise from thermal
of the fluid and PIC approaches will also fluctuations. As a result, low-frequency
quantify several issues related to the collective modes have been simulated
numerical precision of the latter, including more economically. 3,4
how the shot noise of individual particles An additional innovation in gyroki-
affects the numerical solutions, netic methods is the 8falgorithm. 5,6 In

the 8falgorithm, particles are used only
Particle Models to follow the deviations of the distribution

Several collaborating groups within the from a local Maxwellian whose response
NTP are using PIC techniques with kinetic to perturbing fields can be analytically
models to study turbulent transport in represented if the deviations are of suffi-
tokamaks. The groups are closely coupled ciently small amplitude. This method

in developing new algorithms, in porting achieves an additional savings in the
and optimizing codes to new massively number of particles required and is an
parallel computers, in undertaking physics effective simulation tool. Implicit meth-
applications, and in the other aspects of ads and time-splitting techniques further
this physics and computing Grand improve the efficiency of the algorithms. 7,8
Challenge. Particle codes have been devel- The addition of toroidal effects has been
aped in a variety of geometries: two- especially important in improving the rel-
and three-dimensional slabs, three-dimen- evance of particle simulations to the
sional cylinders, and most recently, three- understanding of tokamaks. 9
dimensional toroids. NTP workers have ported and optimized

Most applications to date use electrosta- gyrokinetic and other PIC codes to the
tic models, but partially electromagnetic multiprocessor supercomputers at NERSC
models that include effects of finite and Cornell, and to massively parallel

plasma currents are being developed, computers with diverse architectures such
Advanced algorithms have enabled much as the BBN-TC2000, the CM-2, Intel
progress in physics applications whose Hypercubes, and the Intel Delta. Code per-
time scales are considerably longer than formance on these massively parallel
the characteristically fast time scales of

high-frequency plasma waves, particle
transit times, and cyclotron periods.

The outstanding development in
advanced kinetic algorithms is the gyro-
kinetic particle simulation model. 1 This
model formally averages time over the
cyclotron time scale while retaining spa-
tial variations on the length scale of the
Larmor radius. The validity of the gyro-
kinetics formalism depends on an order-

ing scheme in which temporal variations

are slower than the cyclotron frequency, Figure1. Schematicshowingtimeandregionsof applicabilityfor
spatial variations in the equilibrium fluid and kineticsimulationmodelsin magneticfusion. Wewill use
quantities are weaker than those in the both particle-in-cellandfluid approachesto examinefluctuation-
perturbing electromagnetic fields, and driventransportin the overlapregion. Thesemethodswill be
velocity perturbations in the fields are appliedto extendthe accessibleregionof parameterspaceandto

allowefficientidentificationof scalingregimes.smaller than the thermal speed. This set
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computers rivals or exceeds that on a shear relevant to transport in the shear
single processor of the CRAY 2. layer on the outer part of the tokamak.
Consortium members have also made • Hybrid gyrokinetic-magnetohydro-

progress in comparing the performance dynamic three-dimensional simulations
of SIMD and MIMD programming para- of energetic particles to study sawtooth
digms for these codes, activity, fishbone oscillations, and

Several near-term physics calculations toroidal Alfv_n eigenmodes excited by
contribute to the NTP's kinetic simulation fusion alphas. 10
effort: Figures 2 and 3 are from gyrokinetic
• Three-dimensional toroidal and quasi- simulations of turbulent transport.11 A
toroidal simulations of ion-temperature combination of toroidal effects and the
gradient modes and trapped-particle free energy contained in the ion tempera-
instabilities relevant to core transport, ture gradient excites an electrostatic insta-
• Three-dimensional toroidal and bility that tries to relax by driving a

quasi-toroidal simulations of ion- plasma heat flux across the magnetic sur-
temperature-gradient modes with velocity faces to the plasma boundary. The per-

pendicular component of the turbulent
electric fields associated with the instabil-

ity accelerates the plasma perpendicular
to the magnetic field, producing an E x B
flux of plasma and heat across the mag-
netic surfaces.

An important finding of our three-
dimensional gyrokinetic simulations is
that toroidal effects significantly increase
saturated turbulent transport over what is
observed in sheared-slab simulations with-

out toroidal effects, and bring the simula-
tion results into closer agreement with
experimental observations in large toka-
mak experiments. 12

Gyrofluid Models
The second modeling area involves the

use of gyrofluid equations 1s-is to simu-
late turbulent transport and other impor-
tant tokamak phenomena. Traditional
fluid equations, such as those of magne-
tohydrodynamics (MHD), have had a
long and successful history of explaining
large-scale equilibrium and stability
properties of plasmas. However, they lack
many "kinetic" effects (such as Landau

damping) that are important for dealing
with instabilities of the lower-frequency,
shorter-wavelength drift type, believed to
be responsible for plasma turbulence.
The particle methods described above
treat such instabilities automatically;
only recently has a method been found

to approximate them in fluid equa-
tions. 13

Unlike traditional Navier-Stokes fluids,

in which the mean free path of a particle
Figure 2. Gyrokinetic particle simulation of turbulence driven by an ion temperature iS very short (so that nearby particles can
gradient in _ tokamak. Colors represent high- and low-amplitude potential fluctua-
tions. (a) Linear mode structure. (b) Fully developed turbulence.
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be assumed to move together as a fluid in related nonlinearities that are believed to
a local thermodynamic equilibrium), the be the dominant couplin 9 mechanism
particles in a tokamak plasma may travel between linear modes.
hundreds of meters alan 9 a magnetic field Because current gyrofluid models do
line before colliding with another particle, not incorporate all kinetic effects, their
However, because they move at different range of applicability is not yet known,
speeds (typically a Maxwellian distribu- and comparisons between fully nonlinear
tion), plasma particles that are initially particle and fluid simulations need to be
close together end up far apart, carried out. However, as they are not for-

The collisionless mixin 9 of particles is mulated in terms of particle phase space,
related to the Landau dampin 9 phenome- computational requirements are generally
non often seen in plasmas. To model this less severe than for kinetic simulations.
process in fluid equations, we typically This enables the same computing
add a parallel heat conductivity to the resources to simulate larger systems over
temperature evolution equation to provide longer time scales. In general, the charac-
a damping rate of the order of the colli- ter and demands of the gyrofluid model
sionless thermal mixing rate (the magni- on both algorithms and computing capa-
tude of the parallel wave number times bility differ significantly from those of
the thermal speed). This can easily be partide-pushin 9. As a result, we are bein 9
evaluated with Fourier methods and turns led to develop a new set of computin 9
out to be a fairly good Pad0, or multipole, skills and technologies.
approximation to the linear kinetic NTP researchers have already ported
plasma response. This procedure con- and optimized three-dimensional
verges fairly rapidly if higher fluid gyrofluid codes on the Intel Gamma and
moments are kept before introducin 9 this Delta machines and on the CM-2/2OO.
dissipative closure approximation. When Portin 9 and optimization of such codes on
self-consistent electric fields are added to the Paragon and the CM-5 are planned.
this model, it describes not only Landau Some applications, such as the simulation
dampin 9 (which provides an important of drift-wave instabilities and ion-
energy sink for nonlinear turbulence sim- temperature-gradient modes, have been
ulations) but also inverse-Landau damp- completed and are bein 9 extended to
ing, which drives some types of plasma toroidal geometries with the inclusion of
instabilities, electromagnetic effects and trapped parti-

Another important kinetic effect is that des. We continue to improve the fluid
an ion responds not to the local electro- models by developin 9 closure schemes
magnetic field but to the field averaged
over the ion's gyro-orbit. We have recently
developed Pad6-1ike approximations that
model the linear and nonlinear conse-

quences of this effect. Such models enable
us to formulate parabolic problems that
can be solved by usin 9 fast Fourier trans-
forms either alone or in combination with

tridiagonal solvers.
The fluid approach provides an alterna-

tive, complementary path to kinetic simu-
lations in addressing a class of similar
phenomena. Extended to include kinetic
effects, fluid models describe well the lin-
ear behavior addressed by the kinetic
approach. The equations of fluid models
embody important nonlinear conserva-
tion laws (particle numbers, momentum,
energy, average magnetic moment, and
so on) that the collective turbulence must
satisfy. They also contain E x B and Figure 3. Isosurface rendering of the electrostatic potential for an ion-temperature-

gradient instability obtained from a gyrokinetic calculation.
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that retain more of the physics contained The Enabling Computational
in the kinetic equations. Science Program

We are also undertaking new applica- The NTP is arguably the most compre-
tions such as simulations of the dissipative hensive software project ever
trapped-electron mode and of toroidal undertaken in service of the nation's
Alfv_n eigenmodes excited by alpha parti- fusion program. Its complexity dictates a
cles. We are dsing message-passing and cooperative approach that combines mad-
data parallel programming techniques ern computational tools, new computer-
and also comparing the performance and supported collaborative work technology,
optimization of algorithms. We have and new styles of computing.

developed a fast Connection Machine Computational physicists are working
block tridiagonal matrix solver based on closely with computer science specialists
parallel cyclic reduction and plan to (some from private industry) to create and
extend it to block pentadiagonal systems, perfect the necessary software tools.
Development of faster linear system Industry will no doubt benefit from this
solvers continues. Figures 4 and 5 are cooperation, as will other scientific
examples of gyrofluid simulations of tur- research projects. Advances in parallel
bulence excited by ion-temperature- processing, communications, database,
gradient modes and by toroidal Alfv_n visualization, and software technologies
eigenmodes, is are providing the enabling computational

science components of the project.
We are devising algorithms and meth-

ods to enable the NTP to use massively

parallel computers efficiently. Among the
most important are those for solving ellip-
tic equations, performing fast Fourier
transforms, and sorting N-body data for
particle simulations. Particle-in-cell meth-
ods are particularly challenging for paral-
lel machines. 16 Each particle moves under
the influence of force fields that depend

on having access to data on all other par-
ticles. A key to success in such calculations
is in keeping communication costs bal-
anced with computing costs. Members of
the Numerical Tokamak consortium are

already developing parallel algorithms in
a number of these critical research areas.

It would be a distinct advantage to have

Figure 4. Gyrofluid simulation of turbulence driven by an ion temperature gradient in high-level programming languages com-
a tokamak. Colors represent high- and low-density fluctuations, plete with parallel constructs and intrinsics

that can b ,_ compiled into efficient code on

a variety of supercomputer architectures.
The Numerical Tokamak consortium is

creating both constructs and standards to
measure progress in this important area.
Our goal is to target a variety of massively
parallel machines with a single source

code. We will use a visual programming
environment to select code modules cre-

ated by different scientists and assemble
them like building blocks to work coopera-
tively as a unit. An intuitive visual inter-
face will make the Numerical Tokamak

Figure 5. Gyroftuid simulation of beam-driven torodial Alfv_n eigenmode instability in more accessible to a wider community of
the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor. Colors represent electrostatic potential, both theorists and experimentalists.
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Immediate communication and rapid that transport can be reliably predicted in
feedback are important to the NTP. Strong future machines. Such a capability will
visual interaction among researchers is hasten the develol_ment and commercial-
essential, for example, in comparing ization of fusion energy as well as saving
experimental and simulation data. The billions of dollars in development costs.
enabling technology is a gigabit-
per-second network embodying extensions Acknowledgments
of current network software. The goal here We are grateful to the National Energy
is to enable a group of scientists working Research Supercomputer Center, the Jet
at widely separated sites across the coun- Propulsion Laboratory, Oak Ridge

try to cooperate and collaborate as if they National Laboratory's High-Performance
were in a single room sharing visual Computing Center, and the Advanced
access to the same data. Computing Laboratory at Los Alamos

Managing the large amounts of data National Laboratory for providing cam-
stored in a heterogeneous environment puting services and assistance.
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Transportfrom ITG Instabilitiesto L.Mode techllology and parallelism am making
TokamakExperiments,University of Texas
IFSR-532(December 1991). possiblea newgenerationof architectures

13. G.W. Hammett, W. Dorland,and F.W. that will help meet the demand for greater
Perkins,"Fluid Modelsof PhaseMixing, compute power.
LandauDamping, and Nonlinear Gyrokinetic Current State-of-the-art microprocessors
Dynamics," Phys.FluidsB 4, 2052 (1992); offer peak performance on the order of
G. W. Hammett and F.W. Perkins,"Fluid- 100 megaflops , roughly equivalent to that
Moment Modelsfor LandauDamping with of a CRAY X-MP processor. When hun-
Applicationto the Ion-Temperature-Gradient dreds to thousands of these processors ore
Instability," Phys.Rev.Lett. 64, 3019 (1990). packaged to0ether and interconnected by14. R.E. Waltz, "Three-Dimensional Global

a high,speed communications network,Numerical Simulation of Ion Temperature
Gradient Mode Turbulence," Phys.Fluids31, their potentialperformanceisoneto two
1962 (1988). orders of magnitude greater than that

15. D.A. Spong, B. A. Carrerras et al., offered by leading conventional vector
"Fluid/Kinetic Models for ShearAIfv_n TAE multiprocessors, at comparable cost.
Modes in TFTR," Bull.Am. Phys.Sac.36, 2394 Moreover, microprocessor-based platforms
(1991); I.-N. Lebouefet al., "TEXTTokarnak are expected to increase in performance at
EdgeTurbulenceModeling," Phys.FluidsB3, a much greater rate. Anticipated improve.
2291 (1991 ). ments in microprocessor technology

16. P. c. Liewer and V. K. Decyk, "A General
Concurrent Algorithm for PlasmaParticle-In- should result in massively parallel cam-
Cell SimulationsCodes," J. Comput.Phys.85, puters that will deliver teraflop perfor-
302 (1989) mance by the mid-nineties. These

advances in hardware capability, coupled
with advances in software technology and
in parallel numerical al9orithms, will pro-
vide the means to make significant
progress in Grand Challenge computing
in this decade.

While the principal focus of attention
in the past has been on the dramatic
increase in raw computing power,
researchers have had difficulty realizing
the full potential fortwo major reasons.
First,the scientist must implement an
algorithm that divides the problem into a
large number of tasks that can be executed
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in parallel. For some applications this is assist users in migrating, parallelizing,
not particularly difficult; for others, such and optimizing code for a variety of
as the inversion of a large matrix, the massively parallel processing platforms.

optimal procedure is not at all obvious. For instance, we might take an existing
Second, each processor must synchronize vector code and collaborate with the code
its work with the other processors because authors and with interested Energy
it needs data generated by them. An Research computational scientists to con-
unbalanced workload, together with the vert the code to a parallel system of choice.
inablility to completely overlap communi- At a later date, that same code, now ready
cation with computation, leads to a degra- for a production environment, could be
dation in performance, migrated to a NERSC massively parallel

NERSC is working closely with the High processor. In our role of supporting compu-
Performing Computing Research Centers tational science in Energy Research, we are

(HPCRCs) and with other Energy Science providing information and insight on rele- i.
research institutions to help make massively vant systems and applications software

parallel processors a general-purpose com- such as portable parallel programm_-
puting resource. We envision an early tools and linear-algebra packages.
massively parallel production environment Additionally, we are conveying to vendors
becoming feasible within the next few the computing and algorithmic require-
years, ments for important massively parallel

The transition to massively parallel Energy Research applications, and we plan
computing will be an incremental process, to collaborate with them in developing
But as more applications are assimilated tools and libraries. In particular, we have
to the massively parallel processing envi- entered into a Cooperative Research and
ronment and as the HPCRCs and vendors Development Agreement (CRADA) with

succeed in developing appropriate Cray Research to collaborate in the devel-
advanced software, NERSC will help opment of a massively parallel production
accomplish the transfer of these applica- environment.
tions to the massively parallel production By entering this transitional phase
environment, now, we are ensuring that both NERSC

Toward this end, NERSC is participating and its users are prepared to embark on
in several activities. We are providing production parallel computing as soon as
applications programming support to the technology is in place.

Evolutionof peakspeeds
(red)andmemorysizes
(blue)of supercomput-
ers.Massivelyparallel
estimatesarebasedon
1000-nodemachinesor
theirequivalents.
Projectionsarebasedon
manufacturers'estimates.
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guanine base is paired with cytosine and
each adenine with thymine. During DNA
replication the two strands unwind, and the
replication machinery places the appropri-
ate partner opposite each single-stranded
template. If the wrong partner is placed
opposite a given base, a mutation results.)

In 1970, Grunberger and co-workers 6
proposed the base-displacement model,
which suggested that the AAF, when bound
to carbon-8 of guanine, causes the guanine Figure 1. AAF bound to guanine. Ac represents the AAF acetyl group and dR
to which it is attached to be removed from represents the restof the DNAchain.

its normal position within the B-DNA dou- modified guanine is rotated from its nor-
ble helix; the AAF takes the place of the mal position in B-DNA, known as "anti,"
guanine so that it lies within the helix. This to a conformation called "syn," as origi-
distortion of the helix is accompanied by nally proposed in the base displacement
the disruption of base pairing between the model. 6 We used the program DUPLEX to
AAF-modified guanine and its partner cyto- incorporate this information into molecu-
sine. In 1971, Fuchs and co-workers 7 lar mechanics calculations. 10,11 In the

offered a similar model, which they termed molecular mechanics approach (for a
insertion-denaturation, review of this topic, see Ref. 12), the corn-

Over the years, a large body of experi- puter seeks to locate structures, among the
mental data in solution, albeit not at high endless choices in the flexible DNA mole-
resolution, emerged from the two groups cule, whose potential energies are at a
in support of their models. In 1989, our minimum and within the bounds of
computer modeling studies produced a experimental data (if data are available
number of molecular views of AAF-modi- and included in the calculations). Very
fied B-DNA. 8 We computed structures that large-scale computational searches are
place the AAF within the helix and new needed to achieve this goal because of the

structures 9 that place the AAF in the multitude of conformational possibilities
minor groove of the double helix, and because of the multiple-minimum

We have now combined high-resolution problem, which prevents the guaranteed
nuclear magnetic resonance studies in location of the global--or even all impor-
solution and molecular mechanics and tant local--energy minima.
dynamics calculations to produce both The potential energy is computed via
static and animated atomic resolution a force field, represented by a number of

views of double-stranded B-DNA bound to terms that mimic as accurately as possible
AAF. These views are in accord with exper- the forces that govern the molecular

imental findings. Figure 2 shows the AAF- shape. These functions are dominated by
DNA segment studied, fundamental terms that describe attrac-

tive and repulsive forces operating
Methodology between all pairs of atoms. They are para-

High-resolution nuclear magnetic reso- meterized with data obtained for small
nance (NMR) spectroscopy is a technique molecules, and it is assumed that the
that employs radio waves and a strong small-molecule data are transferable to
magnetic field to study molecular struc- large molecules composed of the same
ture. The method yields many structural types of atoms. Aqueous solvents and salts

details, but the derived information must are mimicked by indirect treatments but
be combined with molecular mechanics or are not represented explicitly in DUPLEX.
molecular dynamics calculations to yield The force field we employ is based on one
views at atomic resolution, that was devised and tested for nucleic

Our NMR results produced a list of dis- acids by Olson and associates. 13,14
tance bounds between hydrogen atoms in In our algorithm, the variables that
the AAF-modified DNA as well as certain govern the molecular shape are the rota-

Figure 2. AAF-modified
other information. The DNA is of the tions about flexible single bonds (torsion DNA segment invesfi-
right-handed B-DNA type, but the AAF- angles), together with continuous gated,
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puckering variations in the five-membered We first choose a starting conformation
sugar rings (Fig. 3). Bond lengths, bond for the molecule under investigation, corn-
angles, and the dihedral angles that vary pute the energy of that conformation, and
little are kept fixed. This results in a vast then use the Powell algorithm is to mini-
reduction in the number of variables that mize the energy as a function of the flexi-
must be simultaneously optimized, cam- ble variables. In broad overview, the

pared with the Cartesian-space approach Powell method works as follows: a given
in which each atom is completly free to variable is set to a starting value and two
move. This can be done at virtually no selected surrounding values, the energy is
cost for the applications discussed here, computed for each of these, a parabola is
since our interest is focused on the large interpolated from these data, and its mini-
shape changes that are governed by mum is designated as the current variable
torsion-angle movements, value; the procedure is repeated for all

variables, and this constitutes a single iter-

Figure 3. Structure of ation. Numerous iterations are performed.
a deoxydinucleoside Near the local energy minimum, all vari-
monophosphate ables are flexed simultaneously, and the
d(CpG), a DNA helix minimum of the multidimensional parab-conformational build-

ing block.The hexago- o]oid is interpolated. This continues until
nal structure is C, the a preset condition is met in which further
base cytosine, the small conformational changes produce
hexagon-pentagonis very little energy change. At this point, weG, the base guanine,
and the other features have a local minimum-energy conforma-
are the sugar-phos- tion. We can then choose another starting
phate-sugar backbone; conformation.

the sugars are pentag- The NMR results give overall informa-anal. The arrows

denote the rotations tion on the helix type (for example, right-
about the flexible sin- handed B-DNA or left-handed Z-DNA),
gle bonds, which-- intactness of base pairs, and orientation of

together with the the carcinogen-modified base with respect
puckering variations in the two sugar rings--constitute the conformational variables
in our approach. In the Cartesian-space treatment, by contrast, the number of vari- to its adjoining sugar ("anti" as in B-DNA
ables is 3N - 6, where N is the number of atoms.

DNA and Carcinogenesis
DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the molecule that carries the genetic information of living organ-

isms. James Watson and Francis Crick discovered DNA's characteristic double-helix structure in the
early 1950s. The information-carrying structural components of DNA consist of four subunits called
bases: adenine (A), thymine (T), guanine (G), and cytosine (C). Triplets of such bases, called codons,

specifiy the amino acids that constitute the building blocks of proteins. The relation between the
bases that make up a codon and its corresponding amino acid is called the genetic code.

In the double-helix configuration, every A in one of the strands of DNA pairs with a complemen-
tary T in the other strand, and every G with a C. During replication, the two intercoiled strands of
DNA unwind, and each parent strand becomes the template for the synthesis of a complementary
daughter strand. An error in this replication process may cause a mutation in a region of DNA that
codes for a particular protein molecule, thereby introducing an error into the structure of that protein
when it is produced.

Carcinogens are chemical substances that can initiate a tumorigenic process in a cell. Some car-
cinogens can cause a mutation by attaching themselves to the DNA molecule, possibly distorting its

normal helical shape and thereby interfering with faithful replication. It is critical to understand in
molecular detail how this initiation process occurs. One approach is to correlate structural alterations
with biological outcome (mutations and cancer). Ultimately, we would like to learn how to predict
whether a given substance is mutagenic by observing its effect on DNA structure.
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or "syn"). These results are used to select In the next stage, the static views
suitable starting conformations for energy achieved by molecular mechanics are corn-
minimization. In addition, we use the putationally animated in an environment
NMR data to derive an important list of of water with salt present. This setting cor-

interproton distances that are less than responds to the situation present in solu-
5.0 A. These distances are incorporated tion and mimics the natural milieu of the
into the energy minimizations as con- cell as well as possible with the current gen-
straints, via a penalty function; a similar eration of supercomputers. To allow maxi-
approach is used to seek base-paired part- mum freedom of motion, we do not use the
ners. 10,11 Thus, the minimizer is directed NMR-derived distance bounds in these mol-

toward the region of conformation space ecular dynamics simulations. In the molec-
that the molecule actually occupies, ular dynamics method (see Refs. 16 and 17

This approach is powerful because the for reviews), we follow the movement in
energies are optimized in the search for time of a molecule under the influence of
structures that match the distances, but the force field. In principle, if the trajectory
the search is carried out with only torsion of the molecule were followed for an infi-

angles (and sugar pucker) as the confor- nite amount of time, all of conformation
mational variables. In this way, we are space would be surveyed, and the multiple-
able to locate structures with realistic minimum problem encountered in static
geometries and energetically favorable minimizations would be solved.
conformations. In practice, many dozens The overall philosophy of molecular
of consecutive trials are needed before all dynamics simulations is as follows: the
experimental distances are satisfied, with derivatives of the energy functions give
judicious selection of weights in the penalty the interatomic forces as a function of
function. A terminal minimization without position, from which the instantaneous

any constraints ensures that final structures, acceleration of each atom can be calcu-
within the overall bounds of the data, are lated by numerically solving Newton's

unconstrained energy minima, equations of motion. We assign to the
DUPLEX is running with fully optimized molecule a set of initial velocities, chosen

code on the CRAY Y-MP and CRAY-2 super- randomly from a Maxwell-Boltzmann dis-
computers. Currently, up to 12 base pairs of tribution at a selected temperature, with a
any sequence can be investigated on the given set of initial coordinates, and then
CRAY Y-MP and 24 base pairs on the compute new positions and velocities
CRAY-2. One trial for a single-stranded induced by the force field as a function of
dimer (Fig. 3) takes about five seconds of time. This produces animation. However,

actual computing time; a single-stranded the size of the time step employed in most
trimer, 15 seconds; a duplex trimer, five current molecular dynamics methods,
minutes; and a duplex dodecamer trial including AMBER 3.1 (Ref. 18), which we
takes about six hours. Until we gained use, is in the femtosecond (10 -15 s) range.
access to the U.S. Department of Energy This is necessary to guarantee numerical
supercomputers, we were working on a PDP stability in the explicit integration of
11/70 that was essentially dedicated to our Newton's equations of motion. (A new
work. On that computer, a single-stranded molecular dynamics algorithm based on
dimer trial took about five hours! the Langevin dynamics equation and the

In the near future, we hope to adapt Implicit Euler scheme 11 is showing
DUPLEX to massively parallel computers promise in addressing this problem by
such as the Intel Paragon with its 2048 permitting larger time steps.)
processors, which will be available at the Massively parallel computer architec-
new High-Performance Computing Center tures that permit simultaneous evaluation
at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory. Our of the energy-function terms, while not
approach lends itself naturally to parallel affecting the time-step problem, will also

computing, since large numbers of energy- permit longer simulations. Meanwhile,
minimization trials can be carried out inde- however, current supercomputers and
pendently. In addition, the various energy algorithms can carry out molecular
functions can themselves be evaluated in dynamics simulations of DNA for time
parallel within the program, frames in the range of only picoseconds to
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nanoseconds. A 200-ps molecular dynam- form also bent strongly durin 9 the 200-ps
ics simulation of the AAF-modified DNA simulation. In the more bent starting
segment shown in Fig. 2 with 3542 water structure of Fig. 4b, on the other hand, the
molecules and 16 sodium ions takes about DNA helix becomes less bent in this time

140 hours on the CRAY Y-MP. Extending frame, and the bulk of the AAF continues
our calculations to the millisecond or even to protrude into the groove.
to the second range, where NMR data In combination, these simulations su 9-
indicate that important motions occur, is gest that in the distorted AAF-modified
a major computational challenge. B-DNA double helix, in which bending

Our computations were carried out on and flexing motions occur, the carcinogen
the Cray supercomputers at the moves between positions where it cam-
Department of Energy National Energy pletely protrudes into the groove to more
Research Supercomputer Center and at internal positions where it is stacked with
the National Science Foundation San a neighboring base. However, the simula-
Diego Supercomputer Center. Full details tions are orders of magnitude too slow to
of this work are presented elsewhere. 19 reveal the conversion between the two

forms. Furthermore, both the dynamics
Resultsand Discussion and the NMR data indicate that a base

Our extensive computational searches, pair next to the modification site shows
incorporating NMR-derived distances increased mobility and that the base pair
between hydrogen atoms on the AAF- at the lesion site remains ruptured.
modified DNA segment of Fig. 2, produced These distorting features may be
two structures that together provide good responsible for the high susceptibility of
agreement with the NMR data. These this particular AAF lesion to repair and
structures are shown in Fig. 4. The struc- also for its mutagenicity. 4 The repair
ture of Fig. 4a represents roughly 80% of enzymes, it is currently believed, are likely
the conformations present in solution, with to recognize a perturbed double helix and
the remainder represented by Fig. 4b. In to cleave out the AAF. In doing so, how-
both these forms, part of the AAF protrudes ever, the process may take an error-prone
into the B-DNA minor groove, but it is also pathway that sometimes results not only
stacked with an adjacent base in Fig. 4a, in removal of the AAF but also finally in a
as in the base displacement 6 or insertion- mutation. Various mechanisms for the
denaturation 7 models. The AAF-modified mutational pathways have been dis-
guanine is displaced from its normal posi- cussed, 2°,21 including the possibility that
tion and is not paired with its partner cyto- the abnormally oriented, AAF-modified
sine in either form. The DNA is more "syn" guanine fails to act as a faithful
severely bent in the structure of Fig. 4b. template during DNA replication. The

During the animation with molecular mutagenicity is very likely a critical event
dynamics simulations, the NMR-derived in the pathway to tumorigenesis, s
features were preserved on average.
Indeed, although we did not use the NMR- Conclusions
derived distances to constrain the motions, We have used a combination of high-
we did monitor the relevant separations resolution NMR studies and molecular
between hydrogens. In some cases, their mechanics and dynamics calculations to
average values over the duration of the produce both static and dynamic atomic
simulation showed improved agreement resolution views of DNA modified by AAF,
with the data. Thus, the dynamic struc- an aromatic amine that is tumorigenic in
tures more accurately reflect the average biochemically activated form. These views
structure in solution, and the molecular have provided some insights at the molec-
dynamics serve to improve the quality of ular level into how this substance may
the structures computed as well as to pro- trigger an initial event in carcinogenesis.
vide valuable insight into the motions. The computational endeavor involved

The simulations starting from the struc- represents a supercomputing Grand
ture of Fig. 4a show the AAF moving so Challenge that is now addressable.
that the extent to which its distal ring pro- Future supercomputers should make it
trudes into the minor groove varies. This possible to carry out the animations for
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Figure 4. Static views of (a) major and (b) minor conformers of AAF-modified DNA segment. The AAF is yellow and
white (Ac moiety), its attached guanine with sugar-phosphate DNA backbone is red, and the rest of the DNA is blue.
The left panels are dot surfaceviews, and the right panelsare space-filling. Color graphics are copyright 1991,
Regentsof the Universityof California, SanFranciscoComputer Graphics Laboratory.
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much longer times than the currently in Handbookof ExperimentalPharmacology:
limited picosecond-to-nanosecond range. Chemical Carcinogenesisand Mutagenesis,
Longer simulations are very important, C.S. Cooper and P. L. Graver, Editors
since NMR data indicate that significant (Springer- Verlag, Heidelberg, Germany,
movements can occur even on a scale of 1990), pp. 267-325.
seconds. In addition, to represent more 5. J.M. Bishop, "Retroviruses and Oncogenes,"
realistically the environment of the cell, BioscienceReports10, 473-491 (1990).
we should include important proteins in 6. D. Grunberger, J.H. Nelson, C. R.Cantor,
the simulations. To handle the vastly and I. B. Weinstein, "Coding and
longer time frames required by more Conformational Properties of
realistic animations, as well as the far Oligonucleotides Modified with the
greater number of atoms when proteins Carcinogen N-2-Acetylaminofluorene," Proc.
are included, we will need the much Nat. Acad. Sci.66, 488-494 (1970).
more powerful supercomputers that are 7. R. Fuchsand M. Duane, "Changes of
already in various stages of planning Stability and Conformation of DNA
and development. Following the Covalent Binding of a

Carcinogen," FEBSLetters 14, 206-208
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We know little about what happens to the should be extendible to at least 1000
remaining half, particularly with respect years, or about two circulation periods
to how the global carbon dioxide sink is for the deep ocean, and should represent
partitioned between the ocean and the convective, advective, chemical, and
terrestrial biosphere, other physical and biogeochemical

All these uncertainties, combined with processes. Such a calculation, using cur-
the practical impossibility of comprehen- rent numerical algorithms, would likely
sire, laboratory-based climate experi- require over ten billion billion (1019)
ments, have created a unique and vital arithmetic operations, taking over 100
role for computer-based climate simula- days on a computing platform that deliv-
tion experiments. By enabling climate sci- ers sustained tera-flops performance.
entists to quantify their models and to test Pioneering simulation experiments
them in detail against a wide array of such as those described above will play
observational datasets, such experiments an important role in advancing the
can provide an objective basis for under- science of earth systems, and much can
standing the climate system and for esti- be learned from supporting studies with
mating future changes, coarser resolutions or less comprehensive

The bewildering diversity of physical physics. Nevertheless, it is sobering to get
processes that together determine a given a sense of how far we have to go. It is
climate regime occurs over a wide range clear that substantially faster algorithms
of space and time scales that are activated are imperative if we are to move forward
by nonlinear couplings. Models that to advanced simulations of the climate
attempt to encapsulate these processes are system during this decade.
necessarily complex and overtax the In addition to placing greater demands
capabilities even of current st_percomput- on the main computing engine, compre-
ers. This disparity will become more acute hensive climate calculations require much
with the next generation of models. Many greater storage capacity and data
estimates of future climatic change are throughput than are available today.
based on atmospheric models run with Stored data are used for visualization,
limited chemical reactions, simplified program restarts, boundary conditions,
oceans, and essentially no representations diagnostics, and input to auxiliary calcu-
of terrestrial and marine biosystems, lations. To represent as few as five physi-

Such limitations, together with the cal quantities at a single time level on a
delayed responses currently evident in the fine grid requires over 10 billion (10 l°)
global temperature record, point clearly to bits of (uncompressed) storage capacity.
the need for more comprehensive and Modern compression techniques can offer
better-tested models. Future models of the some relief if the data are to be used only
climate system will need increased spatial for diagnostic purposes. Still, a formidable
resolution, enhanced representation of amount of storage is required.
processes, and full coupling of additional One of the greatest challenges facing
major components of the earth system, climate modelers is to understand the vast
including dynamic representation of the amounts of data produced by computer
oceans, ecosystems, and interactive bio- simulations. In fact, few disciplines rely
geochemistry. The dramatic range of more heavily on the need to visualize than
physical processes and space and time does climate modeling. What is of interest
scales embodied in such models, together is not so much the data per se but the
with the enormous demands they make information they contain. To make sense
on throughput and data storage require- of all these data, we use software packages
ments, indeed pose a computational that use lines, shapes, and color grada-
Grand Challenge. tions to depict physical quantities such as

For example, a comprehensive climate temperature and velocity. It is becoming
calculation may require an ocean grid of commonplace to use workstations or other
0.3 deg latitude/longitude, an atmos- high-performance graphics engines, rather
pheric grid of 1.0 deg, and 40 meshpoints than the supercomputer itself, to visualize
in the vertical direction. Simulations the data generated by models.
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The US/GCRP and DOE CHAMMP Data, and Information Management, (2)
Programs Process Research, (3) Integrated Modeling

The centerpiece of the U.S. effort to and Prediction, and (4) Assessment. Here
address global climate change is the U.S. we are concerned primarily with LLNL's
Global Change Research Program contributions to the Department of Energy's
(US/GCRP), developed by the Committee on (DOE's) role in Integrated Modeling and
Earth and Environmental Sciences of the Prediction.

Federal Coordinating Council for Science, DOE is a pioneer in research on global
Engineering, and Technology (FCCSET). change, having launched the first federal
The principal goal of the US/GCRP is to program in 1978. Today, the DOE's Office
gain a predictive understanding of the of Health and Environmental Research of
physical, geological, chemical, biological, the Office of Energy Research operates a
economic, and social processes that regu- long-standing core program that includes
late the earth's environmental system. This research on the global carbon cycle, stud-
understanding is necessary if we are to ies of the effects of carbon dioxide fertiliza-
establish a scientific basis for formulating tion on vegetation, and recent highly
national and international policies related focused programs such as the Atmospheric
to natural and human-induced changes in Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program,
the global environment. Nineteen federal the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis
agencies and departments participate in and Intercomparison (PCMDI), and the
the US/GCRP, representing a new paradigm Computer Hardware, Advanced Mathe-

for interagency cooperation in the research matics, and Model Physics (CHAMMP) i
arena. The implementation framework for Program. CHAMMP, launched in collabo-
the US/GCRP is organized around four ration with the High Performance Cam-
Program Objectives: (1) Observations, puting and Communication Initiative, is

Ii

The Greenhouse Effect
The sun is the energy source that drives the earth's global climate system. Most of the gases that make

up the earth's atmosphere are nearly transparent to the visible radiation emitted by the sun. When this
radiation falls on the earth's surface, some of it is reflected back into space and a portion is absorbed. The
absorbed portion heats the earth's surface, which then re-radiates at longer (infrared) wavelengths.
However, some of the same gases that are transparent to visible light strongly absorb or scatter radiation
at these longer wavelengths, thereby preventing it from radiating away to space and effectively "trapping"
it in the atmosphere. These are the "greenhouse" gases, so-called because their effect on global tempera-
ture is like that of a greenhouse.

Although present in relatively small concentrations (less than 1% of the total), greenhouse gases play a
critical role in the earth's global heat budget--the result of subtracting net outgoing radiation from net
incoming radiation. When the net global temperature of the earth's atmosphere is in balance, neither
increasing nor decreasing, the outgoing radiation just equals the incoming radiation. An imbalance in the
heat budget can have long-term heating or cooling effects on the atmosphere.

One of the most important greenhouse gases is carbon dioxide, which is emitted in copious amounts by
many kinds of industrial activity such as fossil-fuel burning. Other important industrial greenhouse gases
are methane, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons, the latter widely used as a refrigerant and (until
recently) as a propellant in aerosol products. There is evidence that in the more than two hundred years
since the Industrial Revolution began, the global level of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere has risen slowly but steadily.

Accompanying this rise has been an apparent increase of about one degree in the global temperature
of the earth--although the evidence for this effect is not so clear-cut and is disputed by some climatolo-
gists. More important, there is as yet no direct way of linking a temperature rise to changing carbon diox-
ide concentrations. One reason that we are strongly motivated to build better models of the earth's climate
system is to understand better the many complex processes that enter into the earth's radiation budget
and their potential effects on climate and other aspects of man's environment.
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aimed at developing a new generation of The Atmospheric Model
climate system models that capitalize on We have chosen the model originally
advances in massively parallel computing developed by Arakawa and collaborators
capabilities. CHAMMP activities, which at UCLA. 1 The code uses a conservative
reach across DOE, the national laborato- finite-difference computational hydrody-
ries of other agencies, and the academic namics scheme to explicitly advance in
community, are organized into CHAMMP time the horizontal momentum, mass,
Science and Model Development Teams. pressure, and moisture on a three-

Early phases of the model development dimensional staggered mesh. The model
efforts probe issues connected with using computes many additional physical
both finite-difference and Galerkin (spec- processes, such as moist convection and

tral) numerical schemes to adapt existing radiation, along independent vertical
climate models for efficient execution on columns. Production runs typically use a

both MIMD (multiple-instruction, multiple few thousand horizontal grid cells at each
data) and SIMD (single-instruction, of ten or so vertical levels (Figs. 2 and 3).
multiple-data) parallel architectures. Finer-resolution experiments are planned

for the near future.

Capability for Modeling Climate To parallelize this model, we have
Systems implemented a two-dimensional

Our capabilities are based on general latitude/longitude domain decomposition
circulation models of the ocean and message-passing strategy. Subdomains

atmosphere together with other computa- consist of contiguous vertical columns of
tional components that represent a variety rectangular cross section in latitude/longi-
of physical, chemical, and biological tude, extending from the earth's surface to
processes (Fig. 1). We are developing ver- the upper atmosphere (Fig. 4). Our choice
sions of these components that are suitable to decompose in only two dimensions was
for contemporary, high-performance cam- based on the fact that column processes
puting architectures and are constructing a (such as radiation and convection)
software framework that will enable us to strongly couple the elements within the
couple groups of modules according to the column and do not naturally parallelize

application of interest. We describe here along it. Additionally, the number of
the atmospheric and oceanic general circu- meshpoints in the vertical direction is usu-
lation models and their performance in a ally small. We chose two-dimensional
parallel-computing environment, over one-dimensional decomposition

Figure 1. Basiccomponents of a comprehensiveclimate systemsmodel. The physical processesthat
togethe- controlclimatearedividedintosixmajorcomponents. Eachcomponentencompassesavarietyof
physicalprocessrepresentations.Componentsarecoupledby exchangesof datathat may be multidimen-
sional.F,_rexample,the atmosphericcomponent isdriven in part by the temperaturedistributionat the sea
surface(,_two-dimensionalfield),whichin turn isdeterminedbythe oceanicmodule,and the atmospheric
chemistrycomponent isdrivenin part by the wind distribution(athree-dimensionalfield),which isdeter-
mined by the atmosphericmodule.Only someof the principalcouplingmechanismsare shownexplicitly.
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Figure 2. Snapshot of atmospheric motion near an altitude of about 10 km, from a simulation with the parallelized UCLA atmos-
pheric general circulation model. This image, generated with the AVS graphics package, shows the trajectories of imaginary air
parcels over a fixed time interval, the length of the resulting "streaklines" being related to the wind velocity along the path. The
streaklines are also color-coded, red depicting higher windspeed and blue depicting lower windspeed. This image is from a simula-
tion of conditions in October 1982.

J

Figure 3. Temperature distribution on a near-horizontal surface at an altitude of about 2 km, from a simulation with the parallelized
UCLA atmospheric general circulation model. This field, corresponding to a simulated instant in October 1982, was generated by
the graphics package developed under the auspices of the Program for Climate Model Diagnosis and Intercomparison (PCMDI).
Colors range from blue (cooler) to red (warmer).
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because the latter does not provide the Administration (NOAA), which is based
necessary concurrency for mesh sizes of on the model of Bryan. 2 This is a three-
interest and has an asymptotically larger dimensional, finite-difference-based, prim-
communications cost. itive equation model of the circulation

Subdomains are assigned to processors and thermodynamics of the world ocean,
in a deterministic manner, and data are including detailed bathymetry and coast-
transmitted between subdomains in the line boundaries. To permit a larger time
form of messages. To minimize the step in the mostly explicit time-advance
amount of message traffic, the adjacent scheme, we use a rigid-lid upper boundary
subdomains overlap. For example, each condition to filter fast external gravity
subdomain includes two border points at waves from the system. Consequently, we
the ends of each row and column in order must solve a Poisson problem for the verti-
to accommodate a fourth-order difference cally averaged velocity stream function at
method. The total extent of subdomain each timestep. Temperature, salinity, and
overlap is then four points at the end of the departure of the velocity field from its
each row or column and sixteen points at vertical average are advanced by using
each corner. Once the quantities at the fully explicit, conservative staggered-mesh
border of a subdomain are updated, their hydrodynamics schemes. A typical grid
values are passed to the neighboring sub- count for production runs with this model
domain(s) and serve as boundary values is of the order of one million zones (Fig. 5).
for the ensuing timestep. Diagonal commu- Earlier attempts to parallelize ocean
nications are accomplished by first passing models, aimed at the shared-memory, vec-
messages horizontally and then vertically, tor multiprocessor environment, s were
Having the subdomains overlap allows this based on one-dimensional domain decom-
information to be passed only once and position with concurrent execution of
stored in the region requiring its use. longitude-depth slabs and vectorization on

the longitudinal coordinate. In a pilot
The Oceanic Model study, we carried out an analogous proce-

The baseline ocean model for our cli- dure using the shared-memory constructs
mate systems modeling capability is the on the LLNL BBN-TC2000. As expected from
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory analytical performance estimates, this pro-
Modular Ocean Model (MOM) of the cedure is viable for a small number of
National Oceanographic and Atmospheric processors (ten or fewer). For 64 processors,

Figure4. Two-dimensional
domain decomposition used for
parallelizing the atmospheric gen-
eral circulation model. While a
uniform distribution of subdo-

mains is shown, any logically rec-
tangular pattern may be used.
One processor is typically
assignedto each subdomain to
carryout the time advancefor
interior points. Messagesare
passedbetween processorsto
exchange border data from
neighboring subdomains. On cer-
tain high-latitude coordinate lines,
a portion of the time-advance
algorithm requires interprocessor
communication acrossall subdo-

mains at that latitude, resulting in
nonlocal messagetraffic.
Subdomain configuration and size
may be tailored to partly offset
load imbalancesgenerated by
temporal variation of computa-
tional intensity within the atmos-
pheric model.
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parallel speedup approaches near-satura. We have addressed two issues that
tion because one-dimensional decomposi- affect portability: dynamic memory man-
tion demands excessive communications agement and interprocess communica-
overhead. Furthermore, because horizontal tion. Dynamic memory management is
resolution in the ocean models is typically the ability to allocate and deallocate stor-
of the order of 2 deg x 2 deg, one-dimen- age as needed during a calculation.
sional decomposition does not scale well for Allocating memory at run time, rather

more than 100 processors. After exploratory than at compile time, allows memory to
studies with a simpler prototype ocean be used more efficiently and makes it
model using two-dimensional horizontal much easier to resize subdomains dynami-
decomposition, we decided to implement cally (for example, when attempting to
the latter paradigm in the MOM code. dynamically balance the load between

processors). Because the language con-
Portability structs for dynamic memory management

The rapid evolution of computing tech- are nonstandard, we are using the M4 pre-
nology has produced a multiplicity of plat- processor to implement macro constructs
forms available from a variety of vendors, that are processed prior to compilation.
Because we wish to carry out scientific This practice confines nonportable con-
studies in a reliable production environ- structs to the bodies of the macros, allow-

ment while developing advanced compu- ing them to be easily modified to accom-
tational versions for high-performance modate new architectures.
systems, it is of paramount importance to Message-passing constructs also vary
maintain a portable source code. This is from platform to platform. Each parallel
especially true when the code is a rapidly architecture has its own message-passing
evolving one, for which multiple sources library, and message-passing software
would place unreasonable burdens on designed to accommodate a variety of
version control, platforms is available. Here, too, we have

Figure5. Horizontaltemperaturedistributionat a depth of60 m froma simulationwith the SemtnerandChervin
oceangeneralcirculationmodel.Horizontalgrid resolutionfor thisexperimentwas0.5 deg latitudex 0.5 deg
longitude.Themodel wasdrivenby prescribedsurfaceatmospherictemperature,precipitation,andwind fields
correspondingto annual-averagedobservedclimaticconditions.Forthe oceancomponentof the climatesystems
model,we implementedone-andtwo-dimensionaldomaindecompositionparadigmson both shared-memory
and distributed-memoryplatforms.Temperaturesshownon the colorbar increasefrom left to right.
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chosen to construct macro commands for The longitudinal global filtering opera-
sending and receiving messages. These tion that is applied to certain terms in the
constructs, along with CPP precompile momentum equation modifies the speedup
directives, allow movement between the scaling. The filtering operation is designed
CRAY, the BBN-TC2000, the Thinking to eliminate unstable computational modes
Machines CM-5, and a Sun or IBM work- that originate from the convergence of
station cluster with a simple change of meridians in polar regions. This introduces
only three parameters, the need for non-nearest-neighbor subdo-

main communications. As a result, the

Parallel Performance of Atmospheric parameter c is modified to the form c' =
Model c (1 + _nl/2)/(1 + ]3nl/2), where _ and [3are

The parallel performance of any code constants that depend on the form of filter
depends on a number of factors. First, it is arithmetic. It should also be noted that c is
important to balance the computational inversely proportional to the amount of
load so that some processors do not idle arithmetic required to implement the col-
while others are doing most of the work. It umn physics parameterizations, which
is also important to minimize interproces- require no interprocessor communications.
sor communications costs, again to avoid Figure 6 shows a first characterization
significant processor idle time. While some of how our atmospheric code performs on
systems will allow message traffic simulta- the Lawrence Livermore National
neously with computation, it is neverthe- Laboratory's BBN-TC2OOO.As the proces-
less informative to estimate communica- sor count increases, the speedup increases
tions costs by assuming that the two do in good agreement with the predicted
not overlap, scaling formulas. These early results are

One can define the speedup obtained from unoptimized code; we expect sub-
from parallelization as the wall-clock time stantial performance increases from
for a serial calculation divided by the refined code. The agreement with speedup
wall-clock time for the same calculation in scaling predictions allows us to estimate
parallel. A perfectly efficient calculation with some confidence the parallel perfor-
will have a parallel speedup equal to the mance of next-generation climate systems
number of processors applied to the prob- models on future-generation platforms.
lem. Assuming the arithmetic time to be
inversely proportional to the number of
active processors, the speedup becomes a
function of the communications time rela-

tive to the time to carry out arithmetic
computations.

For the two-dimensional domain

decomposition strategy used in the atmos-
pheric model, the speedup S takes the form

N
S=

l+c -n-

where N is the processor count, n is the
number of horizontal zones, and c is a
machine- and algorithm-dependent con-
stant. The formula assumes a load-

balanced computation having subdo- Figure6. Observed and predicted speedup of the parallelized atmospheric

mains of nontrivial size and reflects well- model on the LLNL BBN-TC2000 platform. Data points are from indepen-
dent runs of a fixed number of timesteps; curves are from the analytical per-

known scaling of communications over- formance model for the domain-decomposition, message-passing para-

head with subdomain surface-to-volume digm. The horizontal resolution in these tests was 4 deg latitude x 5 deg

ratio for time-explicit domain decomposi- longitude. The blue curve is for hydrodynamics only (without filtering), the

tion methods. This is correct for the red curve includes filtering, and the yellow curve additionally includes col-

explicit time-advance scheme used for the umn physics. It can be seen that filtering and column physics decrease and

hydrodynamic fields, increase, respectively, the parallel efficiency of the model.
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supercomputing will return large divi-
dends to research on global change.
One goal of the CHAMMP program is
to achieve, within this decade, a ten-
thousand-fold increase in sustained com-

putational throughput over current levels
of a few hundred megaflops. While a sub-
stantial challenge, a combination of

throughput increases and algorithm
enhancements makes this goal appear
feasible. However, a more difficult chal-

lenge remains. A faster, more comprehen-
sive climate systems model is not necess
arily a better one. Given the prospect of

dramatically increased throughput, how
can it best be applied? Substantial scien-
tific issues remain to be addressed before

we can say with confidence just how much
we need to refine spatial resolution or how
accurately physical processes are repre-
sented. Such issues are likely to remain
with us well beyond the present decade.
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Collaberating to Solve a Major Data
Storage Challenge

Large scientific, engineering, and cam- experience, expertise, and applications and that of indus-
mercial applications are straining storage try to accelerate the development of U.S. technology for
and networking facilities, a condition local and nationwide storage-system architectures and
compounded by the larger memories and functionality, and (2) to facilitate and speed the availabil-
faster speeds of new supercomputers, ity of improved systems to the Department of Energy and
massively parallel processors, and high- U.S. industry.

performance workstations. An urgent The participants, aside from LLNL, are the IBM Federal
need exists to bring large-scale hierarchi- Systems Company, IBM ADSTAR, Ampex Corporation,

cal storage system performance and func- DISCOS Division of General Atomics, Maximum Strategy
tionality into better balance with modern Incorporated, Network Systems Corporation, Zitel
processing capabilities and new applica- Corporation, IGM, PsiTech, CHI Systems, Cray Research,
tion requirements. The National Storage and the four National Science Foundation Supercomputer
Laboratory (NSL), a collaborative, high- Centers. The industrial partners will provide over two mil-
performance. _, storage testbed project cen- lion dollars worth of equipment and over three million
tered at Lawrence Livermore Nat'.anal dollars worth of personnel over the life of the project.
Laboratory (LLNL), has been organized to Los Alamos National Laboratory and Sandia National
investigate, demonstrate, evaluate, and Laboratories are also expected to join the collaboration
commercialize technologies that promise under anticipated Technology Transfer Initiative funding.
to remove network computing bottlenecks The NSL will encourage further collaboration with other

and provide needed storage system func- interested parties. The experience gained through the NSL
tionality. The NSL is located within the will be fed back into commercial products useful to the
National Energy Research Supercomputer Department of Energy and U.S. industry, as well as to
Center at LLNL and will be integrated into national storage system standards working groups.
the Energy Sciences Network (ESNET) and
LLNL's Open LabNet environment. The
figure is a conceptual diagram of the NSL
system architecture.

Three initial applications have been
chosen to help set priorities, evaluate soft-
ware and hardware performance, and

study needed improvements.
• The Program for Climate Model
Diagnosis and Intercomparison.
• Magnetic Fusion Energy modeling
and experimentation.
• Digital storage and replay of

computer-generated scientific movies.
The approach of the NSL is based on

the premise that no single company, gov-
ernment laboratory, or research organiza-
tion has the ability to confront all the
system-level issues that must be resolved
before there is significant advancement in

storage systems technology. In an attempt
to find solutions to these kinds of storage

problems, LLNL has joined with industry
and other laboratories and agencies. The
primary objectives of the NSL are (1) to
leverage Department of Energy laboratory Conceptual overviewof the NSLarchitecture.
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To address the problems outlined above, solution, such as minerals in the soil. We
the Pacific Northwest Laboratory use the Molecular Dynamics method to
established the Theory, Modeling, and simulate ionic aqueous clusters and
Simulation program in its Molecular solutions.1 Equilibrium properties are
Science Research Center. The program obtained by averaging over many different
combines rigorous studies of fundamental configurations.
processes (such as reaction, salvation, The reliability of these simulations
absorption, and crystallization) in model depends on the accuracy of the water-
molecular systems with computational water and ion-water interactions. Older
simulation of these processes in complex simulations expressed these interactions
environmental systems. Current research as sums over pairs of atoms or sites in a
includes salvation and reaction in cqueous molecule. However, this treatment
solutions, structure and chemistry of miner- neglects the polarizing effect of an ion on
als, and redesign of enzymes for bioremedi- the distribution of the electrons in water
ation. These efforts require us to develop molecules and vice versa. We include this
molecular modeling software that takes full effect by placing induced point dipoles at
advantage of advances in computer tech- each charge site. 2 Each dipole is equili-
nology, including high-performance, mas- brated with the fixed charges and with
sively parallel supercomputers. A research other dipoles in the system. This polariza-
and development program has been initi- tion potential is a many-body interaction
ated to develop the new generation of mol- that incorporates the effects of three-body,
ecular modeling software required, four-body, and higher interactions. To

To support this work, the Chemistry account for the repulsive many-body
Division of the DOE Office of Basic Energy interactions, which are more important at
Sciences has provided us with high- short range, we include three-body expo-
performance workstations, and the DOE's nential repulsions between the ion and
Office of Scientific Computing has alia- pairs of water molecules. This model of
cated time on their supercomputers at the ionic solutions is far more reliable than
National Energy Research Supercomputer the two-body models, but it greatly
Center and at Florida State University. increases the computational requirements.

We have developed potentials for the

Learning How Pollutants Behave interaction of cesium ions with water that
an Water reproduce experimental values of the

Solution chemistry is a key factor in the heats of formation and salvation enthalpy
transport of contaminants in soils and of small clusters Cs+(H20)n, n = 1-4. We
groundwater. How a contaminant migrates have then used these potentials in
depends on its solubility in water and on its Molecular Dynamics simulations to
absorption on soil particles such as clay explore the detailed structure of water
minerals. Chemical reactions can alter its molecules around the ion. We find that

molecular form, making it more or less sol- the water molecules are loosely arranged
uble or harmful. We need a better under- around the ion in concentric clusters

standing of salvation and reaction in aque- called salvation shells, with about eight
ous solutions if we are to develop improved water molecules in the first salvation shell.
models of how pollutants behave in the Because the Cs.-water interaction is weak,
subsurface, we find that water molecules are rapidly

Alkali and alkaline earth ions are exchanged between the first and second
important constituents in the waste tanks salvation shells. The simulations produced
at the DOE's Hanford site. Cesium-137 the two instantaneous configurations of
and strontium-90 are the dominant water molecules in the first salvation shell

radionuclides in the tanks. To gain a around a cesium ion (Fig. 1). Both struc-
better understanding of the chemistry of tures have eight water molecules in their
these ions in aqueous solutions, we are first salvation shell. As can be seen, the
developing computational models that water molecules are not tightly clustered
describe the structure of water around the around the cesium ion.

ions. This is the first step towards predicting We have developed similar models for
their interactions with other species in anion-water clusters. 2 Simulations of
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Figure I. Instantaneous
configurations of the first
salvation shell of water

molecules around Cs*,

produced by a Molecular
Dynamics simulation of
the ionic solution. The

two snapshots are taken
at two different times

during the simulation.

small fluoride (F-) water clusters reveal hydrological features. Second is an analysis
interesting differences in the solvation of of the hazardous materials. Third is the

anions. Figure 2 shows instantaneous con- construction of a detailed model describ-
figurations resulting from simulations of ing how the waste plume disperses over

F-(H20) n, n = 1-4. In cation-water clusters, time. A key component of such a model is
such as those of cesium, the water binds to a detailed description of the interactions of
the ion with the oxygen atom closest to exposed rock and soil mineral surfaces with
the ion. As water molecules are added to pollutants and their degradation products.
the cluster, they tend to arrange them- Several theoretical techniques can be
selves more or less symmetrically around used to investigate pollutant-water-mineral
the ion. In anion-water clusters, in con- interactions. The most fundamental of

trast, water binds to the anion with its these are ab initio approaches. We have

hydrogen atoms closest to the ion. As applied a state-of-the-art solid-state
water molecules are added, they tend to method of quantum chemistry known as
arrange themselves so as to retain, so far ab initio periodic Hartree-Fock (PHF)
as possible, the favorable hydrogen- theory. The PHF method provides self-
bonding interaction between the water consistent field (SCF) solutions to the
molecules. For small clusters, the arrange- Hartree-Fock-Roothan equations subject to
ments can be very asymmetric, periodic boundary conditions. It is fully

implemented in the Crystal computer pro-
Tracking Pollutants in the Soil gram. 3 Crystal can treat systems that are

Over 80% of the earth's continental periodic in from zero to three dimensions,
crust is composed of the elements silicon, corresponding to molecules, polymers,
oxygen, and aluminum. When combined, finite-thickness slabs, and solids. One
they form two abundant classes of com- advantage of the PHF approach is that it

pounds known as the primary silicates avoids the inherent limitations of methods
and the aluminosilicates. In combination that model crystalline systems as finite

with organic material and various trace molecular clusters.
elements, these minerals aggregate to We have applied the PHF method to clay
form the complex, ever-changing porous minerals, materials that strongly influence
medium known as soil. To develop effi- the migration of subsurface pollutants.
cient and effective remediation strategies Clays are among the most common decom-
for contaminated soils, we must be able to position products of aluminosilicates.
accurately predict the migration of such Because of their large surface areas, these

pollutants through the soil to the water materials play a dominant role in ion-
table or to water bodies on the surface, exchange processes and in the transport of

Such predictions have at least three chemical species in soils. However, they are
fundamental components. First is a difficult to characterize experimentally
characterization of geological features, because their particles are so small (typi-
including mineral composition and cally 2 to 10 I_m in diameter) and because
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I:lglJre 2. Instantaneous
configurations of
F-(H20)n clusters, n =
1-4, produced by
Molecular Dynamics
simulations.

they tend to exhibit both structural and sub- of the hydrogen atoms internal to a given
stitutional disorder. Figure 3 illustrates the layer as well as those that span two layers.
structural characteristics typical of these The most notable aspect of the inter-
materials in kaolinite (AI2Si2OgH4).In gen- layer region is the large electric fields in
eral, days are layered hydrous aluminosili- the neighborhood of the hydrogen atoms.
cates that adsorb atomic and molecular The fields reveal a strong network of

species either between their layers, at exter- hydrogen bonds between layers that make
hal surfaces parallel to their layers, or on the interlayer region inaccessible to most
their extemal edges, chemical species. To penetrate into the

We have recently completed a study of kaolinite lattice, molecules (or ions) must
kaolinite, s pyrophyllite, and talc. All of disrupt the attractive interactions and
these materials are of low symmetry and push the layers apart. Experiments indi-
contain 20 to 40 heavy atoms per unit cell. cate that few molecular or ionic species
As a consequence, ab initio calculations can accomplish this. s These results are
burden even the most powerful computers consistent with studies that reveal that
available today. Of particular chemical kaolinite preferentially adsorbs cations on
interest is the charge-density distribution, the external edges of its growth surfaces. 6
electrostatic potential, and electric fields Interlayer electrostatics in kaolinite can be
between the clay layers, the so-caUed sharply contrasted with those in pyrophyl-
"interlayer space." The electrostatic poten- lite and talc, whose layers are not bridged
tial can be used to help identify regions of by hydrogen atoms. The layers of pyro-
the minerals that attract metal ions. Figure phyllite and talc are held together by

4 depicts a portion of the electrostatic much weaker electrostatic forces, and
potential perpendicular to two layers of metal ions are more readily intercalated
kaolinite. Clearly visible are the positions into these materials.
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EngineeringEnzymesto Clean Up lock-and-key mechanism,efficientdegra-
Pollution dation of some compounds may require

Synthetic or foreign substances substantial changes in the enzymes pro-
released to the environment are some- duced by the microorganisms. Although
times readily decomposed by natural microorganisms can evolve enzymes able i
microorganisms that have an appropriate to attack most chemical groups, efficient
metabolism or that have evolved new pathways may evolve very slowly if
enzymatic pathways. However, such enzymes must undergo multiple, simulta-
organisms may not be able to degrade neous genetic changes.
dangerous compounds fast enough to Accordingly, it may be more efficient to
allay safety concerns. Because enzymes "design" multiple changes into an enzyme
derive their selectivity from a molecular than to wait for them to occur biologically,

Figure 3. Crystal structure of the clay mineral kaolinite. The crystal is projected into the bc plane with the ab plane
parallel to the clay layers (where the set of vectors {a,b,c} refers to the unit cell axes). Inner hydrogen positions were
optimized by Hess and Saunders. 4
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either by natural selection or under labo- Our molecular-dynamics simulations of
ratory-controlled conditions. To carry out substrate-bound P-450cam complexes sug-
rational redesign that alters an enzyme's gested that the loss in efficiency results from
specificity and/or efficiency, we must excessive motion of the norcamphor within
have adequate structural data about the the active site. 8 These simulations showed
enzyme, its active site, its interactions that norcamphor motion is coupled to the
with a substrate, and an understanding motion of the sidechain of one of the amino
of its mechanisms of action. We chose acid residues (phenylalanine-87) that lines
cytochrome P-450cam as our initial the active site. The simulations suggested

enzyme to study. Cytochrome P-450cam that the efficiency could be increased by re-
catalyzes the hydroxylation of camphor ducing the mobility of this residue. We did
and several substrate analogues such as this by increasing the size of the residue at
norcamphor. While the hydroxylation of position 87. We first simulated this site-
camphor is 100% efficient and produces directed mutation by replacing phenylala-
only one product, for norcamphor the nine with tryptophan. The simulations
efficiency drops to only 12% and three suggested that the efficiency of the

products are formed.7 mutant should be about twice that of the
native species.

Figure4. Electrostaticpotentialmapspanningtwo layersof kaolinitein the bcplane.Indexesinparenthesisindicate
directionsrelativeto the crystallographicaxissystem.
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Ensuin 9 experimental studies found Challenges posed by the DOE's environ-
that the efficiency of hydroxylation of mental programs.
norcamphor essentially doubled (from
12% to 23%). 9 This is the first time that Molecular Modeling Codes for Massively
site-directed mutagenesis and Molecular Parallel Computers
Dynamics simulations have been used Highly parallel computers present
together to predict and verify the effect new opportunities to model complex
of a mutation of cytochrome P-450cam molecular processes. To realize its full
designed to increase the efficiency of nor- potential, however, molecular-modeling
camphor hydroxylation. More recently, software must minimize serial computa-
we predicted that a second but different tions and maximize the efficiency of
amino acid substitution at the active site parallel computations. Current soft-
increases the efficiency and restricts the ware, optimized for serial computers, is
regiospecificity of P-450cam for the often ill-suited for massively parallel
hydroxylation of norcamphor; both machines. Not only must this software
properties were experimentally verified, be restructured for use on parallel com-

puters, but often an entirely new

Computational Modeling of approach is needed to achieve the
Molecular Processesin the degree of parallelism required to make
Environment full use of the thousands of processors

Our research has identified the corn- in massively parallel computers.
puter resources needed to solve critical Recent exploratory work includes imple-
molecular-level problems in environmen- mentation of the DISCO code on the Intel
tal restoration. A substantial increase in Touchstone Delta computer, located at Cal
computing capability will be needed over Tech and sponsored by the Concurrent
what current technology can provide. Supercomputing Consortium. DISCO, origi-
Inherent limitations on conventional nally developed by a team headed by
supercomputer systems make large-scale J. Alml6f at the University of Minnesota, lO
parallel computing the only viable route embodies the direct Hartree-Fock method of
to solving these problems in a timely fash- approximating the electronic wave func-
ion. We need, first, molecular-modeling tions of molecules. We rewrote key sections
software that takes full advantage of the of DISCO for the Delta. 11The most compu-
computing power offered by massively tationally intensive part of the applica-
parallel systems. In addition, efficient and tion is the calculation of two-electron
effective analysis of computational results repulsion integrals, a step that takes
requires a new generation of molecular- about 99% of the computational time on
science graphics and visualization appli- a serial computer.
cations, powerful molecular information We parallelized this process by replicating
databases, and new graphical user inter- the key matrix assembled by the program
faces. To this end, we have established (the Fock matrix) and using a master/slave
development efforts in each of these areas procedure to perform dynamic load-balanc-
as fundamental components of the ing in computing the required integrals and
Molecular Science Computing Facility constructing the matrix elements. Running
now under construction in PNL's in parallel on 16 Delta nodes, the code per-
Environmental and Molecular Sciences formed roughly as well as on a single-proces-
Laboratory. Each of these projects is out- sor CRAYX-MP. Running on all 512 proces-
lined below, sors of the Delta, its throughput was roughly

The gains from these efforts will be equivalent to 28 CRAY2 processors (Fig. 5).
enormous. Molecular-modeling software PNL scientists are now using the program for
running on massively parallel computers modeling solvent-solute interactions.
will increase current computing capabil- We have also written a new Molecular
ity by 10 to 100 times. Scientists using Dynamics program, PARADYN, for
such software with advanced visualiza- distributed-memory parallel computers.
tion applications and knowledge systems However, the Molecular Dynamics
will be able to successfully attack the approach used in PARADYN does not
complex, molecular-level Grand scale favorably to large numbers of
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processors on today's massively parallel set in similar calculations on related mol-
computers--on the Intel Delta, we obtain ecules. The prototype reference database,
an efficiency of just 16% for 512 proces- which currently includes molecular
sors. The bottleneck is the amount of time geometries, energetics, and vibrational
spent in communicating the computed frequencies for 72 molecules from experi-
forces at the end of each time step. The ments and up to a dozen basis-set fami-
next generation of parallel computers will lies, is being expanded to include addi-
deploy improved interprocessor communi- tional properties and molecules.
cations, permitting PARADYN to operate
efficiently with three to four times as Visualization Codes for Modeling
many processors and to undertake corre- Simulation Analysis
spondingly larger computational studies. Our visualization efforts focus on

graphically analyzing data from molecu-
Graphical User Interfaces for lar modeling applications, emphasizing
Computational Chemistry Codes the applications developed by the molec-

Graphical interfaces help the user pre- ular science software effort. Recently, we
pare his or her computational "experi- have emphasized graphics relevant to
ments," and molecular visualization appli- analyzing mixleral systems. Many visual-
cations reduce the deluge of computed ization requirements for these systems
numbers to images that exploit our native may be met by extending commercial
ability to process visual information. Both visualization systems such as AVS (from
techniques will be essential to users of AVS, Inc.) and Explorer (from Silicon
advanced molecular science applications. Graphics Inc.) with additional molecular-
Without them, we will not be able to take modeling modules. Use of such toolkits to
full advantage of the new generation of build applications provides a flexible
molecular-modeling software. A key fea- environment for responding to research
ture of our interface research and develop- requirements and can dramatically reduce
ment effort is chemistry-specific expert both prototyping and development time.
assistance, organized to minimize the Although not all of our requirements can
amount of time and input required of the be met in this fashion, this approach pro-
user in setting up computations. Another vides a very efficient way to address many
key objective is to enable computational of our needs.
"experiments" that transparently use mul-
tiple applications across various computers.

Our initial research work on graphical
user interfaces for complex quantum chem-
istry programs has resulted in the Comput-
ational Chemistry Input Assistant (CCIA),
a prototype user interface for the General
Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure

System of codes 12(GAMESS). The CCIA
prototype, which runs on Apple Macintosh
computers, includes interactive features
familiar to Macintosh users. The interface

leads the user though the process of creat-
ing the hundreds of input parameters
required for GAMESS, presenting only as
many options as needed to define a given
calculation and ensuring that the options
selected are consistent and reasonable.

Most dialog windows have context-
sensitive help that provides information Figure 5. Parallel DISCO calculations on the imidazole

molecule (C3N2H4). The red line shows the relative
pertinent to the data requested in that speedof the parallelDelta computation versusa single-
window. CCIA includes a Basis Set processorDelta computation for increasing numbers of
Adviser (Fig. 6) that basesits recommen- processors.The blue line showsthe speedupof a hypo-

dation on the performance of each basis thetical 100% parallelcode.
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Figure6. Input screenfor I' .... ',.,, _', ................ , II--, _'_i'Basis Sets (Seek Advice) ......... [''' ' _ ' P ' .... ""

the Computational
Chemistry Input
Assistant'sBasisSet
Adviser.The user specifies
the properties to be com-

Areas to Emphasize Relative Emphasis Selection Criteria
puted and the accuracy
desired.The Adviser "i:::_:_-_:_,_:.: .. ..... : - Z:::I __......i :......

checksadatabaseofme,- iMO,C",UrStr.ct.
ecular computations and ..... -: : : : ......
recommends appropriate _.[_iVibrationa! MOdes:
basissets. _ _: : , , • , ,, ,.

!1_ Relatiue Energetics'

Proceed

Figure 7. Surfaceelectrostatic potential for a single layer of kaolinite. The red isosurfacesencapsulatethe spatial minimum in the elec-
trostatic potential, classicallythe most energetically receptive region of spacefor positively charged species.Note the proximity of the
isosurfacesto the ring oxygen atoms.
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Using this approach, we have produced (Springer-Verlag, New York, 1988).
the Space Viewer application. Space 4. A.C. Hess and V. R. Saunders, I. Phys. Chem.
Viewer is a general-purpose molecular 96, 4367 (1992).
graphics program built upon AVS. The 5. C. T. Johnston and D. A Stone, Claysand Clay
new modules allow researchers to build Miner. 2, 121 (1990); T. Tipton, D. A.Stone, K.
and view crystals. Crystals can be dis- KuBlat, and W. B. Person,J.Phys.Chem.93,
played in several formats, and structural 291 (1989).
geometry can be analyzed interactively. 6. G.E. Brown Jr., in "Mineral-Water Interface

Space Viewer enables interactive analysis Geochemistry," Rev. In Mineral. 23
of computations, including isosurfaces (Mineralogical Society of America,
and contour plots of electron density, elec- Washington, D.C. 1990); C. J. Chisholm-
trostatic potential, and density differences. Brause, P. A. O'Day, G. E. Brown Jr., and G. A.
Figure 7 is a surface electrostatic potential Parks, Nature 341t, 6301 (1990).
for a single layer of kaolinite rendered by 7. W.M. Atkins and S. G. Sligar, I. Am. Chem.
Space Viewer. Sac. 109, 3754 (1987); w. M. Atkins and S. G.

Sligar, J. Biol. Chem. 111, 2715 (1988).
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Modeling flow in porous media on so Stokes behavior on the macroscale.
small a scale poses a substantial chal- Cellular-automata models can reflect
lenge. A model must be able to accurately complex behavior and, under the right
treat multicomponent and multiphase conditions, can reproduce fluid flow
flow accompanied by complex chemical dynamics.
and biological activity and must also In simple terms, cellular-automata
accommodate extremely complex geome- methods start with a set of objects (parti-
tries. A unique feature of flow and trans- cles) that move on a regular geometric
port in soils and rocks is the highly structure, or lattice, according to a set of
multiply-connected topology and varied rules that determine what happens when
channel geometries through which fluids particles collide at the lattice's nodes. In
and solutes must pass. This feature makes this sense, a cellular-automata model is
the use of traditional numerical alga- an atomistic approach to simulating
rithms, designed for simple geometries, physical processes. Although simple in
very awkward and cumbersome for study- principle, cellular automata can repro-
ing small-scale flow. Such considerations duce a surprising range of complex
demand a new approach that can provide dynamics. With the proper choice of inter-
high-resolution results in complex geome- action rules and geometric lattice, cellular
tries efficiently and easily. The exciting automata systems can mimic the flow of
new field of cellular automata gives us a fluids even in multiphase situations.
tool to attack this problem. Additionally, a slight modification of the

interaction rules enables the lattice geom -
Cellular Automata Models etry to represent not only a continuum but

Traditional mathematical treatments of an arbitrarily connected structure such as
fluid flow take the continuum approach, the pore systems of soils and rocks. These
Flow is considered as a transport of some features make lattice cellular automata
smooth, infinitely fine quantity such as an ideal computational tool for studying
mass, momentum, or energy. Dynamic small-scale single and multiphase flow in
equations are derived by considering the porous media.
net flux through a small volume, and However, the discrete-particle approach
there is little or no reference to the under- tends to be "noisy," with computational
lying atomistic nature of the flow. This artifacts sometimes obscuring the results.
approach has been extremely successful in A variation on the basic method that
describing a wide variety of fluid-flow situ- addresses this problem is called the Lattice
ations. However, the resulting continuum Boltzmann Cellular Automata algorithm.
equations are highly nonlinear. Because In this approach, probabilities replace dis-

i of the difficulty or impossibility of finding crete particles. The result is a much
analytic solutions to such equations, we smoother and more accurate solution.
must often seek numerical solutions.

In numerical solutions, the fluid contin- Advances in Experimental
uum is discretized in a micromodel in Techniques
which parcels of fluid move between small, The development of cellular-automata
well-defined volumes. It has occurred to methods has been accompanied by cam-
many researchers that a "bottom-up" plementary advances in experimental
approach that starts with a discrete, atom- capabilities. We can now capture the pore
istic model of fluids might prove more structure of a rock and use it to create arti-
fruitful than the continuum approach. The ficial experimental structures that embody
difficulty with this idea is that a direct the rock's internal geometry. Photomicro-
model of molecular dynamics requires far graphs of thin sections of rock are first dig-
too many calculations to be feasible. What itized. The digitized pattern is then used as
is needed is a discrete method in which a template to etch, onto the face of a piece
particles represent the collective behavior of glass, the porous structure of the thin
of many atoms or molecules, section. Finally, two such pieces of etched

Discrete fluid models have evolved to glass are used to make a glass sandwich
embody a level of detail and the essential that has the same pore structure as the
features needed to reproduce Navier- thin section. We can use these porous
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glass sandwiches to easily observe and different from the idealized "piston"
measure the dynamics of two-dimensional motion that large-scale models commonly
flow and transport, assume for small-scale dynamics. Careful

Even more impressive, x-ray tomogra- quantitative comparisons will take some
phy can capture the three-dimensional time to complete, but the results typically
structure of the pores of a small sample of compare very well with movies of actual
rock at a resolution of a few microns. This experiments in glass micromodels created
information is then digitized and used as from thin sections. In this simulation,
a template to reconstruct the pore geome- done on the Connection Machine 200
try in transparent plastic, allowing us to (CM-200) at the Advanced Computing
see in detail what's going on inside the Laboratory at Los Alamos National
rock when fluids are moving through it. Laboratory, we used 2048 horizontal
The digitized record of the pore structure nodes and 1476 vertical nodes.
can also be used directly in the lattice The second example features a three-
Boltzmann numerical model. Since dimensional model based upon the
tomography replicates the exact geometry tomography technique described above.
of a pore system, the lattice Boltzmann The geometry reflects the actual three-
model enables us to separate out the rela- dimensional pore structure of a small
tive contributions of geometry, flow sample (1 mm square) of an oil-bearing
dynamics, and reactions between the flu- Berea sandstone sampled at 10-_tm reso-
ids and minerals of the porous material, lution. (The sample was provided by

Mobil Corporation.) In the sequence
Model Applications shown in Fig. 2, a slug of water is forced

Conventional pumping methods into oil-filled pores. The water first dis-
recover at the surface only about one- places the oil, which then sweeps in
third of the oil in an oil-bearing forma- behind the water slug, displacing it but
tion. After the pressure behind the initial leaving small blobs of water behind, since
flow dissipates, the remainder must be water preferentially wets the rock surface.
recovered by more expensive methods We ran this simulation on the CM-200,
such as flooding the well with water or using 100 x 100 x 100 lattice nodes to
detergents. To increase the efficiency of cover the volume of the sample. On our
recovery, it would be valuable to under- current computers, we can achieve a reso-
stand how the various fluids in the well lution of 512 x 512 x 512.

behave under pressure. We have used the An important variable needed for
lattice Boltzmann approach to help us large-scale traditional models of two-
understand this process better, phase porous flow is the relative perme-

Two examples illustrate the power of ability vs saturation curve for a material.
this computational method. In both Relative permeability is a measure of
cases, we use a fluid such as oil to fill a how easily a fluid will flow through
sample of a porous medium. We then porous material when subjected to a
inject a slug of another fluid, such as fixed pressure gradient. Our lattice
water, into the sample, followed by a con- Boltzmann algorithm can be used, for
tinuous stream of oil. instance, on the geometries of the two

In the first example, we used the etch- examples to determine their relative per-
ing technique described above to create a meability curves by computing the aver-
digitized, two-dimensional micromodel of age flow rate through the sample for
the porous medium and simulated the each phase as the composition of the
injection process with the lattice inflow changes from one extreme (all
Boltzmann method. In Fig. 1, a slug of water) to the other (all oil).
water is injected into an oil-filled sample, It appears reasonable to expect that
displacing the oil. As oil once again the relative permeabilities of the fluids in
enters behind the water slug, it surrounds a two-phase flowing mixture depend on
and entraps trailing water ganglia. Still the saturation level of each phase.
later, the slug of water is beginning to Although this conceptual model works, it
break up as it advances and begins to also leads to difficulties. For example, it
leave the sample. This behavior is quite predicts extremely large negative pres-
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Figure 1. Three snapshotsat different times in a numerical simulation of a water slug moving through an oil-saturated
rock sample.The geometry of the pore spacewas taken directly from a digitized photomicrograph of a thin section of
an oil-bearing sandstone. (a) A slug of water (blue) is injected into the oil-filled sample from the left, displacing most
of the oil (red) toward the right. The interface between the two fluids is relatively uniform. (The irregular yellow areas
are grains of rock.) (b) The slug of water hasentirely entered the sample. It is now irregular in shape and is losing its
definition. Oil is once again entering at the left, surrounding ganglia of water left behind. (c) Still later, the slug of
water is starting to exit the sample. It is no longer moving as a unit but more like a collection of strings or blobs.
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sures at low phase saturations, the phys-
ical meaning of which is suspect. A
more complete theory would recognize
that a particular saturation value can

be assigned to an infinite variety of spa-
tial distributionsmthat is, that the same
amount of oil or water can be distrib-

uted in a volume in countless ways.
Energy and entropy considerations can
be used to constrain the possible ways of
arranging the fluid masses in a pore
space. New theories attempt to provide a
better model of how fluids tend to dis-
tribute in a volume. Our lattice

Boltzmann algorithm, which is based on

first principles, can be used to calculate,
under various conditions, the shape
assumed by the interface between the
fluids. The results can then be compared
with the predictions of the new theories.

Prospectsfor the Future
These examples demonstrate the fea-

sibility of using the Lattice Boltzmann
Cellular Automata algorithm to model
complex, small-scale flow in porous
media. We are doing several studies to
answer specific technical questions con-
cerning wetability effects in oil reservoirs
and to test out a new first-principles t

approach to describing fluid flow in
porous media. The lattice Boltzmann I
algorithm is being extended to include
other forces such as heating and chemi-
cal reactions, which are very important
in porous formations. We believe this

numerical method, coupled with recent (c)
advances in experimental capability,
represents a true breakthrough in

Figure2.A three-dimensionalsimulationof the flow in porousmedia.Heretheoil is
madetransparentto helprevealthe three-dimensionalnatureof the porespace.The
poregeometrycorrespondsto that ofasmallsampleof anoil-bearingBereasand-
stone,asdeterminedby high-resolutionx-raytomography.Theredmaterialrepre-
sentsthe solidmatrixof the sample.Theremaining(light blue)regionisporespace.
(a) Theoil phaseinitiallyfills the porespacecompletely.Aslugof water(darkblue) is
beingforcedin on the right. (b)Thewaterfirst displacesthe oil.Theshapeof the oil-
water interfaceat thisscaleisvery irregular.(c)Thewateris in turn displacedby
injectedoil, but leavessmallblobsofwaterbehind,sincewaterpreferentiallywets
the rocksurface.
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For homogeneous (nonlayered) type-ll AF = Fcond(V) + Fkin(v/,A)+ Ffleht(A ) (1)superconductors, the Glnzburg-Landau
theory has been very successful in predict- where Fcondis the condensation energy, Fkin
ing vortex structure and configurations, is the kinetic energy, and Fnetdgives the field
For layered type-lI systems, we use an energy. Note that the order parameter and
extension of the Glnzburg-Landau model vector potential are coupled only through
developed by Lawrence and Doniach. the kinetic-energy terms. For homogeneous
Unfortunately, analytic solutions to these (nonlayered) systems, these three terms are
models are known for only a few special given (in cgs units) by the equations
cases. To make predictions from such

models, it is therefore essential to develop icond _ + IV14effective computational methods for

s°Ivln9 them' 1 [(h e A) I2,When an external magnetic field is Fkin = -_ T v- _ (2)applied either parallel or perpendicular to c
the layers of the material, one can use phys- 1

ical symmetry to reduce the dimensions of Ffield = -_ IV × A12.
the computational problem from three to
two. However, because we are interested in For layered systems, the Lawrence-
layered systems to which magnetic fields are Donlach model consists of generalizations
applied from an arbitrary direction, we must of these three terms.
solve the full three-dimensional model. For The total free energy over some volume
problems of even modest size, such models t, the free-energy functional F, is given
result in systems with over 106 unknowns, by the integral
To solve such large systems, we must use a

combination of highly efficient algorithms F = j"AF[¥(x),A(x)]dx. (3)
and massively parallel computing.

Massively Parallel Optimization The global minimizer of this integral
The Glnzburg-Landau model is a phe- gives the physical configuration of the

nomenological model that expresses the order parameter and vector potential. For
local free energy, t_', of the physical sys- a homogeneous (nonlayered) material,
tem in terms of a complex-valued order the minimum-energy solution was first
parameter, _. Magnetic field effects are predicted by Abrikosov. In this case, the
included through the introduction of a vortices are packed in a hexagonal lattice.
vector potential A. The local free energy This solution, which can be verified cam-
can be written as the sum of three terms, putationally, is shown in Fig. 1. The figure

Figure1. Magnitudeof
theorderparameter
shownforthetwo-
dimensionalhomoge-
neousmodel.Theplane
oftheimageisperpen-
diculartotheapplied
magneticfield;thuswe
seeatwo-dimensional
slicethroughthevortex
"tubes."Weobtainthe
globalminimumforthe
free-energyfunctionalby
a hexagonalpackingof
thevortices.
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shows the magnitude of the order few vortices. In joint work with Stephen
parameter in pseudocolor for a slice taken Wright at Argonne, we have developed a
through the superconductor perpendicular more sophisticated, second-order optimiza-
to the applied magnetic field. The order tion algorithm based on a damped, inexact
parameter goes to zero in the center of Newton method. The inclusion of damping
each of the vortices, where a unit quantum alleviates a major problem of previous
of magnetic flux penetrates the bulk of the methods: the numerical degeneracy of the
material. Since the system is tsotroplc, a model resulting from the gauge invariance
two-dimensional computational model is of the system. However, this second-order
sufficient to obtain these results, method requires the approximate solution

However, the physical systems of most of large, sparse systems of linear equations
interest are layered, not homogeneous. To with millions of unknowns.
model these systems with an external mag- To attack these computationaUy demand-
netic field applied from an arbitrary direc- tng problems, we are using the Intel Delta
tion, we must use the full three-dimensional parallel computer both for its large memory
model. In our computational results, the (8 gigabytes) and its computing power (512
free-energy functional is defined on a three- i860 processors). (The Delta is located at Cal
dimensional rectangular mesh. For our par- Tech and is sponsored by the Concurrent
allel implementation, we geometrically par- Supercomputing Consortium.) Because the
tition the spatial domain in two of these Delta is a distributed-memory computer in
dimensions (Fig. 2). The complex order which processors communicate via message-
parameter _ is defined within the supercon- passing, the algorithms and their imple-
ducting layers, and the vector potential A is mentations are very different from those on
defined within the insulating layers. The a traditional sequential computer. We must
number of magnetic flux quanta and the parallelize four major computations: the
angle of the applied magnetic field are evaluation of the function, the gradient, and
enforced by the imposition of pseudo- the Hessian, and the solution of a series of
periodic boundary conditions on the model, large, sparse linear systems.

We obtain numerical solutions for the We can take steps to simplify the paral-
order parameter and the vector potential by lelization of these evaluations. First, we
firstapplying a finite-difference discretiza- need many fewer grid points in the thick-
tion method to the free-energy expression ness direction of the three-dimensional
for the Lawrence-Doniach model. The model than in its length and width direc-
resulting discrete problem can then be tions. We can, therefore, partition the grid
solved by large-scale optimization tech- for distribution to processors only in the
niques. The solution of this problem yields latter directions. Second, with this
an approximation to the equilibrium distri-
bution of superconducting electrons and
vector potential that minimizes the free-
energy functional.

Previous attempts to solve the nonlinear
optimization problem used simulated
annealing and steepest-descent algorithms.
These techniques required many hours of
CRAYtime and could solve only homoge-
neous, two-dimensional problems with very

Figure 2. Three-
dimensionallayered
model partitionedin two Figure 3. Adjacentvalues,or "ghost"points,requiredfor
dimensions, evaluatingthe function,the gradient,and theHessian.
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partitioning of the grid, a processor needs Hc2. The external magnetic field is applied
information only from the edge of each of at an angle fixed by the pseudo-periodic
its neighbors to do the evaluations. For boundary conditions imposed on the
example, Fig. 3 shows the "ghost" points model. This view is taken parallel to the
that processor 2 requires to evaluate its por- layers of the material; we can see the vor-
tion of the function, gradient, and Hessian. tices tilted with respect to the layers. The

To solve approximately the large, figure shows the "pinching" of the vortices
sparse system of linear equations, we use as the magnetic-field isosurfaces pass

the conjugate gradient method precondi- through the superconducting sheets and
tioned by an incomplete Cholesky factor- then spread out again in the insulating
ization (ICCG). We have found that the layers. Also visible is the characteristic

incomplete factorization preconditioner "staircase" structure of the vortices,
works very well for these systems, observed experimentally when the applied
whereas simpler methods fail to converge magnetic field is tilted.
in a reasonable amount of time. The It is energetically favorable for a vortex to
crux in the parallelization of the ICCG remain parallel to a superconducting layer.

algorithm is a reordering of the matrix As a consequence, there can be a difference
according to a coloring of the graph between the vortex angle in the bulk of the
associated with the nonzero structure of material and the angle of the applied field.

the sparse matrix. We have found this A phenomenon known as "vortex locking"
approach to be very successful. The per- has been predicted when the angle of the
formance of the linear system solver applied field is nearly parallel to the layers;
scales linearly with the number of our model reproduces this effect.
processors used and the problem size. Since we are interested only in the

minimum-energy configuration of the

Computational Results model, we use the parallel input-output
We have solved problems with 2 x 106 capabilities of the Delta to write that state

unknowns at speeds of up to 4.26 gigaflops to disk. The data are then postprocessed
on the Intel Delta. These systems involved and viewed with the AVS graphics package.
matrices with over 108 nonzeros. Our An arena of future interest is the effects

results for the three-dimensional model are of an electric current on the vortex configu-
the first detailed calculations of the vortex ration. The effects can be modeled with the

structures and configurations in layered time-dependent Ginzburg-Landau theory.
type-II systems. With this approach, we can integrate the

Figure 4 shows isosurfaces of the magni- minimum-energy solutions forward in time

rude of the magnetic field for a system near and observe the resulting vortex dynamics.

Figure4. Viewparallel
tothe layersofthevor-
texstructureinthelay-
eredthree-dimensional
model.
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We would like to able to observe the We are also using the model to extract
vortex dynamics in real time. Accordingly, detailed information about the three-
we have used the BBN-TC2000, the Titan dimensional structure of the vortex. The

graphics workstation, and the Dor_ graph- advent of massively parallel computers
its language to set up a prototpe real- and the development of efficient computa-
time, interactive system. We use the P4 tional algorithms have made possible this
package developed by Butler and Lusk. first "computational" glimpse into a lay-
The master program is initiated on the ered type-II superconductor.
Titan, which then spawns a parallel pro-
gram on the remote BBN-TC2000. Data Acknowledgments
are communicated through a socket con- This work was supported by the Applied
nection back to the graphics workstation, Mathematical Sciences Program of the
where we monitor the results in real time. Office of Energy Research, U.S.
We are currently implementing this Department of Energy, under Contract
approach for our superconductivity calcu- W-31-109-Eng-38. James Garner also
lations on the Intel Delta. Its practicality received support for this work from the
will depend on successful use of the high- National Science Foundation under grant
bandwidth (T3) network connection number DMR-9200267. Our scientific col-
between Argonne and Caltech. laborators in this work were Stephen

Wright and David Levine of Argonne's
Summary Mathematics and Computer Science

In our current collaboration, we con- Division and Roy Benedek, Shelly
tinue to study vortex-locking and to calcu- Shumway, and Katherine Strandburg of
late characteristic magnetization curves. Argonne's Materials Science Division.
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Figure 1. The
Superconducting Super
Collider wilt be built and

operated near
Waxahachie,Texas by
1999. This enormous
machine consistsof a
LINAC and four circular
accelerators:the Low-

Energy Booster(LEB),the
Medium-Energy Booster
(MEB), the High-Energy
Booster(HEB),and the
Collider.

Figure 2. The magnets to steer and focus the beamsof protons will be implemented in modules called half-cells. A
typical half-cell is illustrated here. Dipole magnets bend and steer the 20-TeV proton beam around the racetrack-
shaped collider ring. A quadrupole magnet is used to keep the beam in focus. The spool piecesare fairly intricate
structureswith correction magnets to rectify small imperfections in the dipoles and quadrupoles. The collider will be
constructed with 968 half-cells. The two proton beamswill travel in opposite directions around the collider, each
beam in a separatepipe with a complete lattice.
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tools in bringing the Super Collider to This implementation offers orders of mag-
fruition. We will rely on them heavily nitude more computing speed than other
to record and help interpret the complex methods. Figure 3 is a plot from the FZ
experimental data when it begins to flow event output. Because this type of comput-
from the accelerator. Computing power at ing is sufficiently flexible to enable use of
the SSCLconsists of over 2200 Macintoshes its cycles in either a parallel mode (many
(used mainly for administrative tasks), workstations running one code) or a
almost 900 workstations, about 75 com-
pute, file, and mail servers, five VAX
mainframes, a distributed-processing
"ranch" of 68 workstations, and the 64-

node Intel hypercube machine. The work- • Siliconvertex detector
station ranch consistsof 32 SPARCstation (Obscured by particle tracks)

2sand 32 HP 9000/720s usedas compute [] Straw tube tracker
servers, and four 4D/360 SGIswith six
CPUseach used as file servers. Finally, the • RiCH (ring-imaging Cherenkov)

SSCLlogs a total of 10,000 computing [] TRD (transition radiation detector)

hours per year on CRAYsupercomputers _. TOF(time-of-flight detector)
housed at the National Energy Research
Supercomputer Center (NERSC) at II Electromagnetic calorimeter
Livermore, California and at the Florida • Muon detector

State University Computer Center in n Dipole magnets
Tallahassee, Florida.

Detector Design
Designing detectors for the extremely

rare events that occur when the high-
energy proton beams collide is one of the
tasks of Physics Research Division. This
division designed and implemented the
ranch of workstations, known as the '.
Physics Detector Simulation Facility

(PDSF), described above. The PDSF uses Figure 3. Schematic of
the Cooperative Processes Software (CPS) colliding proton beams
developed at Fermilab. The CPS consists of '. showing a collision
a job manager program and a set of sub- .. event,magnets,and var-• %,

routines used for interprocess communica- iousparticle detectors.",. The event shown was

tion, remote subroutine calls, and syn- ", generated by ISAJET
chronization. These tools support a wide 6.36. For scale, the gap
range of parallel computing tasks. 2 , , .-"" between the pole tips of

The PDSF has drawn on the foregoing ..-" the central dipole mag-
tools and on some CERN library tools to net is5 m. The plot was

produced by the pro-
develop BCD/CPS, a parallel implementa- gram BCD/CPS, which
tion of the Bottom Collider Detector (BCD) runsona ranch of work-

GEANT3 simulation for CPSprocessor stationsthat includes
ranches. 3 GEANT3 is a CERN program to SPARCstations,HP

generate a geometrical description of the -.. 9000/720s,andSGIs
." "'. running in parallel

BCD detector, to input an extended mode. Gamma raysare
particle-decay database, to initialize a shownby a dotted blue
data structure, to input BCD dipole field line,charged particles

maps, and to book user-defined his- (exceptmuons)by a solid

tograms. Either of two other programs redline,neutral hadrons
or neutrinos by a dot-

(both distributed by CERN), ISAJETor dashblackline, and
PYTHIA, a Lund Monte Carlo program, is muons byadashed green
used to input event data, and the CERN line. Inset tableidentifies
program FZ is usedto output event data. keycomponents.
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single-workstation mode, it shows much After studying a variety of parallel
promise for efficient use of CPU cycles and architectures, we chose a 64-node Intel
available memory, hypercube machine as a prototype

TEAPOT production machine. The choice
Lattice Analysis of a parallel computer for the TEAPOT

A major goal of our simulation studies code was largely determined by data-flow
is to understand how to shape the proton considerations (Fig. 4). As each simulated
beams and keep them in the proper race- pass of a proton beam through the Super
track orbits. To do this, we are using Collider requires extensive global data to
TEAPOT (Thin Element Accelerator simulate each lattice element, the number
Program for Optics and Tracking), a code of calculations per step (particle passage
with a long history of simulating acceler- through an element) is fairly large. As the
ator magnet configurations known as individual processors of SIMD (Single
"lattices. ''4 Our approach is roughly sire- Instruction, Multiple Data) machines have
ilar to the finite-element method of ana- limited access to global data, we ruled
lyzing mechanical structures. All elements them out. We then considered MIMD
are replaced by sequences of drift (Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data)
regions, in which particle trajectories are machines. These range from machines
straight lines, and by infinitely thin ele- with many processors but modest comput-
ments in which deflections are calcu- ing power per processor to those with
lated exactly. The feasibility of this fewer but more powerful processors. On
approach depends heavily on available the former, TEAPOT could be programmed
computing power, with each lattice element assigned to a

To determine the stability of the proton processor. On the latter, however, it would
beams with the TEAPOT code, we would be better to assign individual particles to a
like to track hundreds of simulated protons given processor.
for millions of turns. (The actual proton In a scheme in which particles are suc-
beams will circulate a million times in just cessively assigned to CPU nodes, no corn-
five minutes.) On a scalar computer, such munication between nodes is necessary.
a task would require months of continual (Fortunately, each particle in a very high-
CPU time. Two years ago, Yiton Yan of the energy beam can be considered indepen-
SSCLreported on the results of implement- dently because in this limit the current-
ing ZTRACK, a post-TEAPOT tracking code, dependent effects are small.) The TEAPOT
on CRAY-2 multiprocessors, s Following this code performs very well in this mode in
work, a decision was made to study simulating the bulk of accelerator phe-
TEAPOT's performance on a massively nomenology. Accordingly, we chose to
parallel computer, gradually adding more acquire a MIMD machine with fewer but
refinements.6 more powerful processors. Of those

machines, the Intel iPSC/860 (hypercube)
had sufficient local memory for the lattice
elements and had the most powerful indi-
vidual processors. This choice also enabled
us to build upon hypercube experience
from ORNL (Oak Ridge National
Laboratory). The Intel hypercube also
looked very promising for developing more
sophisticated versions of TEAPOT that
require interprocessor communication.

Running TEAPOT on the
Hypercube

The Intel hypercube machine was deliv-
Figure 4. Data flow in the Thin-Element Accelerator Particle Optics and Tracking code ered in January 1991. Each of its 64 nodes is
(TEAPOT). This diagram shows graphically why the massively parallel Intel hypercube an i860 microprocessor with double-
was chosen to run this code. The hypercube is a MIMD machine with enough memory precision arithmetic at an observed peak
in each node to store global data that includes characteristics and effects of each lattice rate of 30 megaflops. (The theoretical 64-bit
element. Data for 12,000 single elements and coordinates of each particle are stored.
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peak speed is 60 megaflops.) Two nodes Code Improvements
have 32 MB of memory, and each of the During the year and a half that we
remaining 62 nodes has 8 MB of memory, have been running TEAPOT on the hyper-
The nodes are arranged in a hypercube cube, we have refined the code in many
configuration and are connected to the respects. For example, we can now model
LAN (local area network) through an lower-energy beams, which require consid-

80386-based microcomputer called the eration of space-charge effects. To include
System Resource Manager (SRM). these effects, we must recalculate the elec-

We initially implemented TEAPOT on tromagnetic fields by solving their time-
the hypercube with several particles (pro- dependent Maxwell equations. These cab
tons) assigned to a single node. Fifteen culations are done in a particle-in-cell
types of element can be used as TEAPOT (PIC) fashion, requiring communication of
input data, including drift spaces, mag- data among the nodes. 7 We have devel-
nets (dipoles on up), simple horizontal or aped a very efficient scheme for solving
vertical kicks, monitors, markers, radiofre- Maxwell's equations by mapping the
quency cavities, and collimators. Input

data for each particle are its x and y coot- Run time
dinates, its momenta in the x and y direc- Machine Version (hours)
tions, its time of flight, and the total

momentum deviation, dp/p. We have CRA¥ Y-MP Scalar, Fortran 103.5"
written stand-alone versions of the track-

ing kernel of TEAPOT, one in C and the vector, Fortran 13.8"

other in Fortran 77 (ZTRACK). 64-node iPSC/860 Fortran 11.5

TEAPOT on the hypercube has per-
formed tracking simulations of all four of c 11.3

the Super Collider's circular accelerators. Assembly (estimated) 5.5
These production runs take anywhere from

a few minutes to a few days. For longer *singleprocessor.
runs, the code generates restart files. In

Table 1. Computation times for tracking codes.
general, TEAPOT runs at an average of

eight megaflops per processor. Each proces-
sor, then, is roughly equivalent to three Sun Figure 5. Contour sur-
SPARCstation 2s in computing power. The vivalplot producedby
hypercube's total average processing power the TEAPOTcodeon the

Intel hypercube for 441
for this code shows that this machine is protonslaunchedin the
about 20% faster than a CRAY Y-MP run- colliderandcirculating
ning in fully vectorized but uniprocessing loo,ooo times.Contours
mode (Table 1). On a Y-MP with I6 proces- are for equal particle life-

sors, the code executes roughly 12 times times (expressed in num-
faster than with a single processor, ber of turns in the accel-erator) on a transverse

We have used production runs of section through the
TEAPOT on the hypercube mainly to study accelerator aperture at a
the high-energy booster and collider fixedlocationin the ring
designs. By following the survival patterns asafunctionof trans-
of particles launched with chosen displace- verse position x and

I momentum offset dplp.
ments and momenta, we can determine

the stability of the proton beam. Figure 5 is

an example of a plot generated by
TEAPOT. Contours show survival time in

terms of how many turns of the accelerator
each particle makes before being "lost"
(colliding with a wall or other obstacle).
The plots are directly related to the beam's
half-life, which is the ultimate criterion for

how effectively the beam is confined.
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Figure 6. Performance three-dimensional cylindrical grids onto adata for selected TEAPOT

subroutines(Kick3D and one-dimensional array of computing
Base3D)that calculate nodes that uses equal grids in the z direc-
spacecharge. LOOPgen- tion. Performance is similar to that on a
erates performance data CRAY Y-MP. Figure 6 graphically shows
for the entire loop, the efficiency and speed of some parallel
including Kick3D,
Base3D,and two other calculations as a function of the number
routines. Trialswere per- of processors used. Figure 7 is a series of
formed with 1, 8, 16, and plots tracing the evolution of a beam of
32 hypercube nodes particles moving in a space charge.
(processors). (a) Speedup Our experience shows that system soft-achieved as a function of

number of nodes, ware, including compilers and subroutine
(b) Efficiency in terms of libraries, is still in its infancy. Two
overhead per node. For upgrades of the system software have dra-
node-to-node communi- matically improved the stability of the
cation, the total overhead code and its sustained performance. We
per node declines as
more nodes are added, are further improving sustained perfor-

mance by writing critical segments of the
code in assembly language.

Summary
The use of different computing

resources with various architectures has

proved fruitful in designing both the
accelerators and detectors for the

Superconducting Super Collider. We are
confident that this approach will produce

not only the best, most cost-effective
designs but will position us to apply the

latest computer technology to experi-
ments in particle physics well into the
next century.
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come from the LINAC; each microbunch comprises 6000 particles.
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The Energy Sciences Network
The Energy Sciences Network (ESNET) is a nation- planning. Its capabilities include distributed dis-

wide computer data communications network that plays, an online trouble ticket system for problem
supports energy-related scientific research. Managed tracking, and electronic mail boxes for information,
and funded by the Office of Scientific Computing of the operations, and trouble calls.
Department of Energy's Office of Energy Research, ESNET is being upgraded to provide next-genera-
ESNETprovides access to major energy research instal- tion capabilities and to support the continuing
lotions, connecting various energy research computing growth of traffic, which roughly doubles every six
centers and facilitating the dissemination of informa- months. The upgrade will use a technology called
tion among scientific collaborators. Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). ATM is an

ESNET, which became fully operational in early emerging technology based on the high-speed trans-
1990, is engineered and operated by NERSC. Its mission of fixed-length "cells." This service is being
implementation currently consists of T1 (1.5 million provided on an "early-availability" basis, although it
bits per second) leased phone circuits that connect is not expected to be generally available before 1994.
multiprotocol routers. The routers currently in use The ATM technology is considered the basis for a
support several communication protocols, including broad-bond technology (called B-ISDN, for
the Department of Defense Internet Protocol, DEC- Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network) that
NET Phase IV, X.25, and the Open Standards will support future multimedia "universal" transmis-
Interconnection ConnectionLess Network Protocol. sion. B-ISDN will be capable of simultaneously carry-

ESNETis intended to facilitate remote access to ing voice, data and video communications traffic,
major scientific facilities, disseminate needed infor- and bandwidth-intensive applications. These appli-
mation among scientific collaborators, and provide cations could include, for example, the transfer of
widespread access to existing Energy Research super- high-definition graphics images and links between
computer facilities. ESNET has direct links to Japan high-capacity local area networks.
and Germany, and is connected to the research net- With the new ATM technology, data communica-
works of other federal agencies. Through collabora- tions networking will evolve from the current T1-
tive arrangements, the various federal agencies coop- based capacity to substantially faster speeds, with
erate in providing data transport services both steps to 45, 155, and 622 million bits per second in
domestically and internationally. A small number of the next few years (a total speedup of more than 400
high schools are connected on a pilot-program basis times the current bandwidth). Currently, approxi-
in support of the National Education Supercomputer mately 20 pages of a standard dictionary can be
Program and the Department of Energy's commit- transmitted in one second at T1 rates. At the highest
ment to education, rate planned, about 8,000 pages of information will

The Network Operations Center provides round- be transmitted per second. This network upgrade will
the-clock monitoring and control for the various net- not only allow researchers to work more effectively,
work components that comprise ESNET. Routine but will enable entirely new capabilities. It will also
monitoring verifies the network's integrity and pro- accelerate commercial schedules for making the new
vides statistics for troubleshooting and long-term technology available on a nationwide basis.

Workstations send messages that the interface equipment segments
into cells for streaming through the ATM network, where they are
reassembled into messages for delivery. This technology represents a
first step toward the concept of a "national data highway." Communications "backbone" of ESNET.
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The Advanced Combustion Modeling (MIMD) parallel computing, the parallel-
Environment (ACME)I addresses these processing community is becoming
issues by creating a computational mad- increasingly aware of the benefits of
eling environment for the combustion object-oriented computing to MIMD pro-
scientist that cessing. In most MIMD computers, the
• Enables and manages the develop- CPU and the memory reside together on a
ment of complex combustion models, single unit, and computations proceed by
• Allows easy access to high-performance, message-passing among collections of
next-generation computing systems, these units. The object-oriented design
• Allows simultaneous development of methodology is based on collecting into a
both the computational and modeling single object both the processing method
sciences, and the data to be processed.

As part of the ACME effort, we have Computations proceed by passing mes-
developed POET (Parallel Object-Oriented sages between objects. Consequently, the
Environment and Toolkit). POET is a tookit object-oriented paradigm is a natural fit
for parallel computing whose purpose is to for MIMD architectures and has been suc-
provide the user with a transparent link to cessfully applied in the POET design.
the power of parallel distributed computing. Figure 1 indicates three distinct
Our approach is similar in design method- approaches to software development. 2 The
ology to the X toolkit (Xt) for window man- first (Fig. la) is the traditional approach,
agement. We have designed a high-level, often used when porting existing code
object-oriented framework that isolates the from vector machines to parallel
description of the physical model from the machines. Most often, the user is responsi-
code that implements the parallel alga- ble for all aspects of the code: the
rithm and data flow. Consequently, the application-specific code, the parallel alga-
combustion scientist need be concerned rithm, and the data flow. This approach
only with application-specific code. requires a specialist in parallel code devel-

opment to achieve an effective speedup.
POET Architecture The second approach (Fig. lb) consists

Existing tools for developing parallel of providing an object-oriented class
software generally fall into two categories, library that has already been designed for
One category comprises high-level tools a parallel implementation. However, typi-
and compilers that hide the paralleliza- cal C++ class libraries require the user to
tion details, making them easy to use but write the main routine that drives the
also hiding the features that can lead to objects instantiated from the library. The
bottlenecks. The other category consists of user is responsible for the highest-level
low-level tools for message-passing that portion of the application and conse-
create scalable code but require such quently must be aware of the environ-
detailed knowledge of algorithms and soft- ment in which the application is to run.
ware that they are difficult for the non sys- With unsophisticated users, this can lead
terns programmer to use. The purpose of to highly complicated structures that can-
POET is to allow a physical scientist to cre- cel all the benefits gained from the object-
ate an integrated and scalable application oriented class library. For example, con-
code that transparently accesses parallel sider the X Windows programming
computing resources and avoids the tradi- environment. X Windows requires con-
tional pitfalls associated with parallel stant arbitration between the server and
computing. POET is a high-level, object- the application's window event loop. It
oriented framework for parallel comput- would be disastrous to hand over the top
ing that is designed to directly integrate level of an X program to a naive user and
existing application codes. It is written in to trust that the main event loop would be
C++ in an extensible manner that guaran- consulted at the right time and often
tees scalable code. enough to avoid poor behavior or outright

Because of the similarity between the deadlock. In Xt, however, the top level is
paradigms for object-oriented program- handled by an object called the top-level
ruing and the physical structure of shell. The user's main program exists only
multiple-instruction, multiple-data to configure objects, called widgets, by
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adding callback routines or modifying this decomposition, nor of the architecture
_:ttributes under the top-level shell. A widget of the parallel environment, because the
is realized by calling the main-loop func- physics that specialized the problem is
tton for the top level, from which control independent of the object chosen for the
will not return until the application ends. solution. The following section gives a

As we define it, a toolkit is a library of detailed Fortran example for a _urbulent
objects that also includes a top-level con- reacting probability density function code.
trol object. We refer to POET as a toolkit In this first implementation, we have
because it is more than a collection of provided a Fortran interface because
objects that simply provide computa- users in the computational physics com-
tional processing capabilities. The POET munity theft are most likely to benefit
approach (Fig. lc) seeks to provide a from this toolkit are either solely or pri-
mechanism similar to the Xt approach for marily familiar with Fortran. Special lim-
MIMD parallel computations. That is, itations imposed by integrating Fortran
POET separates the physics specific to a required the use of callbacks rather than
problem from the parallel algorithm inheritance, which would be more appro-
needed to solve it. Our goal is to embed as priate to C++, the native language of
much of the computational control as POET. The top level of the toolkit is ini-
possible into the toolkit. The physics spe- tialized by the Fortran subroutine PTINI-
cific to the user's particular application TIALIZE. POET objects, called pidgets, s are
problem is handled as a user add-on. In sent messages through the Fortran sub-
our first implementation, these add-ons routine PTSNDMSG. Fortran uses only
take the form of callbacks that specialize these two functions to access the toolkit.
a general algorithm embodied in an Our current Fortran interface is some-
object selected from the toolkit. Taking what cumbersome and inefficient.
into account the object the user has However, as previously mentioned, our
requested, the toolkit decomposes the most likely user has developed Fortran
problem across multiple processors. The models as applications and therefore
callbacks, however, need not be aware of needs this interface.

Figure 1. Different approaches to parallel software development require varying degrees of user responsibility (orange). (a) The
traditional approach requires the user to be responsible for all aspects of development--the parallel algorithm, the data flow, and
the application specific code. (b) The second approach provides an object-oriented class library (blue), but the user must still

write the main routine and is therefore still responsible for the highest level of the application. (c) POET is a toolkit that handles
as much of the computational control as possible (blue). The user need only be concerned with the particular application-specific
code required to solve a problem.
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Adaptive Methodologies for
Computational Fluid Dynamics

JohnBell,Lawrence Fluid-dynamics phenomena typically a finite-difference calculation are inserted
Livermore National have features that vary on many length and removed as the calculation progresses.Laboratory; Marsha
Berger,Courant scales and exhibit complex spatial and This technique maintains a uniform level
Institute of temporal behavior. In combustion, for of accuracy and lesolves important fea-
Mathematical example, energy is released in a region, tures of a problem. The first illustration is
sciences,NewYork such as a flame front, that is much thinner an example of a typical mesh distributionUniversity;
P.Colella,Universitythan the length scalesthat characterize the for such a calculation in two space dimen-
of California, gross motions of the fuel and the surround- sions. The density of mesh points varies as
Berkeley; ing air. In flow past an immersed body, the a function of space at any given time and
j. Saltzman,Los forces acting on the body are completely changes as the calculation evolves in time.Alamos National
Laboratory determined by the thin, viscous boundary In the technique of front-tracking, we

layers near it and by the behavior of the represent a thin layer, such as a shock
spatially confined wake behind it. Fluid front, a boundary between two different
flow in an engineering device is sensitive to materials, or the flame front mentioned
the details of the device's shape, above, by an infinitely thin boundary that

Over the past ten years, the Department moves through a finite-difference gild. By
of Energy's Applied Mathematical Sciences taking advantage of our analytical knowl-
program has funded a research effort in edge of the front's dynamics, we obtain a
computational fluid dynamics aimed at representation that is much less expensive
developing numerical methods that accu- computationally than if we were to resolve
rately and efficiently represent such effects, the details of the front's internal structure.
These adaptive methods, as they are The second illustration shows the results of
known, are based on the idea of varying calculating a shock wave that is interact-
the computational effort in different ing with an interface between two gases,
regions of space to resolve the various carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4).
effects with optimal efficiency. Typically, Front-tracking enables us to compute effi-
such methods prove cheaper by a factor of ciently and accurately the considerably dif-
10 tol00 for a given level of accuracy, ferent acoustic and thermodynamic prop-

One such method is known as adaptive erties of the two gases that produce the
mesh refinement, in which mesh points in resulting complex wave interactions.

Typical adaptive
mesh distribution for
a two-dimensional
calculation.
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Finally, we are developing a variety of Laboratory, New York University, and the
flexible and general techniques for repre- University of California at Berkeley, in col-
senting complicated boundary geometries, laboration with Sandia National Laboratory
The bottom illustration shows the time evo- Livermore's Combustion Research Facility.
lution of jets formed by high-pressure gas Our goal is to develop these methods into a
flowing through holes in a baffle plate into set of tools for solving combustion problems
a cylindrical chamber (only one-quarter of having both fundamental scientific interest
the cylinder is shown). The chamber wall and practical engineering applications.
and the plate are gray, and the pressurized
gas underneath the plate is shown in red.
The jets (moving upward in the figure) pass
through four circular holes in the plate and
emerge into the chamber, driving a com-
pression wave (red) ahead of them, followed Shock wave impact-

by the expanding jet material (blue). In this ingthe interface

example, we have used adaptive mesh betweentwogases.
refinement to resolve the complicated fluid Front-trackingwasusedto resolvethe

dynamics of the jet. resulting wave inter-
Themethods describedhere are being actions.The black

used in a variety of applications, including curveshows the posi-
space science, shock hydrodynamics, turbu- tion of the interface

lence, and defense technologies. The between the two
gases. The different

Department of Energy is funding this work acoustic properties of
as a Grand Challenge in computational the CO 2 and CH 4

fluid dynamics and combustion dynamics, lead to the complex

involving researchers at Lawrence Livermore waveinteractions
observed in the calcu-

National Laboratory, Los Alamos National lation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(a) Gas (red)is
injectedthrough holes
in a flat plate. (b) The
emerging gasjets
drivea compression
wave (red), followed
by expandingjet
material(blue). In (c)
and (d), the compres-
sionwave and the jet
material undergo fur-
therevolution.

Adaptivemesh refine-
ment wasusedto

resolvethe dynamics.
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Currently the user must configure and transports (or mixes) particles to and
message the pidgets needed to implement from nearest-neighbor cells. This mixing
a solution. We are developing a high-level is a result of fluid-mechanical turbulence
intelligent interface that will completely and Flcklan diffusion. The chemistry that
isolate the user from the details of pidget accounts for most of the computation is
creation. The frame-based interface will local to each cell as particles from one
provide abstracted representations of stan- node cell are required to communicate
dard combustion models. A graphical user only with their right and left neighbor
interface will enable the user to customize cells.

a particular problem. Automatic code The POET Implementation builds upon
generation will provide the link between a PMC object. The first step is to spatially
the pidgets and the user's problem repre- decompose the domain of the linear grid.
sentation. In addition, we expect eventu- The PMC object then uses nearest-
ally to incorporate automatic code genera- neighbor dependence to define three types
tion for chemical mechanisms, of cell: left boundary, right boundary, and

The frame-based user interface will pro- interior. The data necessary to compute
vide the mechanism for managing the the properties of an interior cell come
complexity of the models. As users cus- from the cell itself as well as its right and
tomize each application to include more left neighbors. For this particular applica-
detailed chemistry and turbulence, models tion (a one-dimensional PDF), a special-
will become increasingly difficult to man- ized routine handles interior cells. It
age and verify. In addition to providing receives information that represents all of
an environment natural for the user, the data relevant to the cell and its neigh-
high-level algorithms that provide con- bors. If interprocessor communication is
straints on model development will force necessary to access the information, POET
the user to create code that is consistent, takes care of the message-passing neces-
both computationally and with the mod- sary to move the information from proces-
eling algorithms, sor to processor. Similarly, specialized rou-

tines are necessary to define the data
Chemically Reacting Flow Problem transfer for the right and left boundaries.

To demonstrate POET,we have investi- These three routines are sufficient to
gated a probability density function accomplish the PDF calculation. The user
(PD104 code for a problem involving diffu- completes the functionality of the PMC
sion of a jet flame. 5 The PDF algorithm object by specifying the independent rou-
primarily involves Monte Carlo calcula- tines that provide the physics calculations
tions and is highly amenable to an effi- particular to the PDF problem.
cient parallel implementation. POET is
used to partition the algorithmic portions Results
of the code (such as the equation solver The model was implemented on a dis-
and Monte Carlo simulation) from the tributed network of 25 IBM RS/6000 work-

application-specific code. stations located at the U.C. Berkeley
In this problem, a cylindrical jet injects a mechanical engineering department. The

premixed fuel that is then ignited. The Monte Carlo portion of the problem,
problem comprises three parts: a turbulent- which comprises the entire one-dimen-
motion model, a chemical-reaction model, sional grid of cells plus boundary condi-
and a coupling between chemical reactions tions for the two cells on the left and right
and turbulence. We compute downstream ends of the grid, accounts for 99.3% of the
exhaust with an advancing grid that computer time, even with minimal chem-
begins at the inlet and advances down- istry. At the appropriate time, statistics
stream until chemical activity is complete, computed from the particles distributed
as shown in Fig. 2. Symmetry enables us to over the cells contribute to an update of
model this problem with a one- the flow field, either as an iteration con-
dimensional grid that effectively represents verging on a steady state or as a time step
a radial slice of the cylindrical nozzle, in a nonsteady problem. The addition of

The algorithm also incorporates a realistic chemistry increases the computa-
piecewise Monte Carlo (PMC) method that tion required by 10- to 100-fold.
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of the turbulent reacting jet problem solved with POET. The particular problem discussed
here is a steady-state turbulent flame. It is computed by advancing a one-dimensional grid along the flow direction
from the inlet outward until the flame chemistry ceases meaningful activity. Though the relatively less demanding
fluid mechanical calculation is done on a host processor outside of the toolkit, the computationally intensive chem-

istry and turbulent diffusion calculation is done in parallel using Fortran callbacks. (b) The advancing one-dimensional
grid is spatially domain decomposed on the distributed processors. Three Fortran callbacks that encapsulate the
physics of the reacting jet are provided by the user. The two boundary subroutines, LBndry and RBndry, handle the
two appropriate end cells, and the interior subroutine, Inside, handles the center cell and its two neighbors. LBndry
and RBndry are expected to modify only the boundary cells, and Inside is expected to modify only the center cell.

Figures 3 to 5 show the results of our code next on an Intel Paragon (a mas-
calculation. Figure 3 shows the tempera- sively parallel computer) and expect to

ture profile of the jet flame. Figures 4 and produce these results in minutes.
5 indicate concentrations of nitric oxide POET provides the power necessary to

(NO) and the hydroxyl radical (OH). To compute PDF chemically reacting flow
make an impact on the combustion cam- problems with realistic chemistry on mas-
munity, it is critical that we be able to pre- sively parallel and distributed systems.
dict concentrations of such pollutants. Moreover, by encapsulating the PMC alga-

Species such as OH and NO can be mea- rithm in an autonomous object and thus
sured experimentally to verify models, insulating the specific physics of a PDF

Because of limitations on memory and problem from the solution algorithm, we

available computational time, a strictly produce code that can be reused on other
serial code is incapable of addressing chemically reacting flow problems.
more than a few chemical species and Ultimately, we will need a parallelized

reactions. The parallel version, generated equation solver to update the flow field;
with the help of POET and running on our however, in this early implementation we
collection of IBM workstations, can do a hope to avoid the issue by solving the

hydrogen-jet calculation that includes tens entire flow field on every processor. Since
of chemical species and reactions in less this step requires little computation and
than a day. Figure 6 shows how these cal- the communication of very few averaged
culations (including full chemistry) are numbers to each processor, the lack of

speeded up as a function of the number of scalability should have little impact on
processors. We plan to implement the the speedup necessary for this application.
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Figure 3. Temperature
profile for simulated dif-
fusion of a jet flame. Blue
indicates low tempera-
tures and red high tem-
peratures (image gener-
ated by the Advanced
Visualization System).

Figure 4. NO concentra-
tion for the same jet
flame allows the combus-

tion scientist to predict
the formation of pollu-
tants. Blue indicates low
concentration and red

high concentration
(image generated by the
Advanced Visualization

System).

Figure 5. Intermediate
species concentrations,
such as OH, can be com-

pared with experimental
results to verify models.
Blue indicates low con-

centration and red high
concentration (image
generated by the
Advanced Visualization

System).
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Summary
Interfacing the PDF jet flame diffusion

model with POET has enabled the first

investigation of a turbulent, nonpremixed
flame that includes full chemical mecha-

nisms. This benchmark calculation pro-
vides an opportunity for examining the
limitations of various reduced chemical

mechanisms. The design methodology we
have described, in concert with the use of

an object-oriented language, has pro-
duced code that can be continually devel- Figure6. Linearspeedups have been observed and ale

oped by both computational and physical generally indicativeofa scalableapplication.
scientists. The modular structure of POET

allows a physical scientist to easily modify
both the fluid mechanics and the chem- Acknowledgments
istry of a model without affecting the code This work was supported in large part
that distributes the problem to the various by the U.S. Department of Energy.
processing elements.
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mechanisms, will impose the partitioning August 24-28, 1992.
necessary to handle the models as their 2. Thislistis not meant to be complete. The
complexity increases. This approach will examples highlight the difference between a
create a well-defined path for combustion tookit approach and other approaches.
modelers and other computational scien- 3. The name "pidget" is analogous to the widget
tists to formulate and accesshigh- in the X toolkit.
performance models customized to their 4. S. B. Pope, "The Probability Approach to the

particular application. Modeling of Turbulent Reacting Flows,"

The approach to software development Combustion and Flame 27, 299 (1976).
described above is vital to the full and effi- 5. J.-Y.Chen, R.W. Dibble, and R.W. Bilger,"PDF
cient useof next-generation systems. It is Modeling of TurbulentNonpremixed

particularly important in computational CO/H21N 2 Jet Flameswith Reduced
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and computer science. Partitioning sup- Institute (1990), pp. 775-780.
ports model development and easy access
to distributed resources otherwise

untapped by the naive user.
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Integrated Distributed Computing
For the past several decades, energy Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

researchers have been able to draw on a (see the article beginning on page 22),
variety of dispersed computing resources, now also execute on high-end workstation
from supercomputers to minicomputers to clusters.
workstations to personal computers. For
the most part, however, the scientist has Toward an Integrated Distributed
had to treat each resource as a distinct Computing Environment
entity, requiring its own log-in identifier As a next step, scientists eagerly await
and password, and having its own private the day when they can treat a heteroge-
file system. That paradigm is now being neous distributed system as a single entity
transformed, rather than a collection of individual com-

ponents. The ability to log in to a distrib-
Cluster Computing in the Energy uted computing environment (DCE) is just
Sciences around the corner, as is the availability of

The microprocessor revolution, improved a single, unified (and distributed) file and
network bandwidth, and the emergence of storage system. One can envision a collec-
UNIX as a de facto standard are enabling tion of "resource centers," coupled via
the scientist to exploit the aggregate power ESNET, coordinating to serve the Energy
of his computing resources. A new para- Research community in a distributed
digm, known as "cluster computing," is manner. A common way in which scien-
evolving from the confluence of these tech- tists will make use of a DCE is discussed in
nologies. At many locations, such as the article by Garner and coworkers at
Florida State University, Fermi National Argonne National Laboratory (page 48).
Accelerator Laboratory, or the There, under the control of a local graph-
Superconducting Super Collider Laboratory ics workstation, a large-scale superconduc-
(see the article beginning on page 53), tar computation is spawned to a remote,
energy scientists now run loosely coupled massively parallel processor, with the gen-
"distributed.parallel" calculations using erated data automatically routed back to
software tools such as PVM or P4 to link the local graphics device for postprocess-
"farms" or "ranches" of workstations, ing. The figure shows a conceptual
Koszykowski, MacFarlane, and collabora- overview of a DCE.
tars (see the article beginning on page 61)
describe combustion simulations on a clus- Energy Research scientists can be
ter of IBM RISC machines at the University among the first to realize the benefits of
of California at Berkeley. More and more integrated distributed computing on a
codes designed for moderately to massively wide scale. As noted in the sidebar on
parallel processors, such as the climate page 60, the bandwidth of ESNETwill be
models of Dannevik and co-workers at increased to near-gigabit speeds over the
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next several years. This improvement in common global file structure, available to

networking, together with advances in researchers regardless of location or the
hardware and in operating-system soft- resource being used, could lead to a
ware, will provide the necessary techno- "national file system." Further issues to be
logical base for an integrated distributed addressed include resource scheduling and
computing environment. ESNET can pro- a common programming environment.
vide scientists with "core DCE support"-- The challenge of providing an inte-
namely, services that should be basic and grated distributed computing capability
common to most, if not all, wide-area dis- for the Energy Research user community
tributed computing environments in the is a formidable one. The benefits are so

Energy Research community. Examples of great and the opportunity so compelling,
such services include a single global log-in however, that the first steps are already
with network-wide authentication and being taken to build a test bed and begin

centralized accounting. Additionally, a the journey.

Remoteresourcecenter , Localresourcecenter
Accessto

• other
networks

Storage i IY::::::q
ESNET

Printers i

Archly.e t _._

Accountingj

Resource _j Help _Directory_ J_
Workgroupresources directories Personalresources

Conceptual depiction of a DCE. Using a single log-in through a local workstation or X-terminal, the scientistcould execute an
application distributed acrossa variety of resourcecenters, making use of a local midrange graphics device, a remote data
basedevice, and a remote, massivelyparallel processor serving the Department of Energy.
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so-called Standard Model, which describes The price we pay for the peculiarity of
the strong, electromagnetic, and weak the quark fields is a very time-consuming
interactions, computation of det M(U), where M(U) is a

Finding nonperturbative solutions of huge but sparse matrix. We still must inte-
the equations of QCD is in many ways grate over the U-field on each link of the
similar to solving fluid dynamics problems lattice. As the integration is typically over
(especially when employing techniques of more than 106 dimensions, the task is
molecular dynamics, described below). We impossible for any kind of standard inte-
begin with a simple--but highly non- gration method. However, the exponential
linear--set of equations that implicitly factor in Eq. (2) means that the contribu-
contain all the necessary information (up tion of most field configurations to the
to the boundary conditions), integral is negligible, and we can use sto-

The starting point of calculations in chastic methods. Because det M(U) is non-
QCD is the path-integral approach used in local, standard Monte Carlo methods such
quantum field theories. To enable a as the Metropolis algorithm are still
numerical attack, we must first discretize impractical. The best algorithms for corn-
space-time into a regular grid called a lat- puting Eq. (2) are based on an analog to
rice. The quarks are then described by statistical mechanics.
fields _(x) attached to the sites of this lat- We first introduce a fictitious time and
tice, and the gluons by special complex momenta conjugate to the U-fields, each
unitary matrices, Uu(x), belonging to the with a Gaussian distribution exp(-p2/2).
color group SU(3), dttached to the links The expression S(U) - Tr log M(U) is now
(Fig. 1). ("Color charge" is a property of viewed as the potential term, and _ p2/2
quarks.) The physical observables are as the kinetic term of a Hamiltonian. We
extracted from the expectation values then replace the average in Eq. (2) by an

average over D(U(t),M-I(U(T))) in fictitious1 _ _ _

= _ [[d_][d'_|[dU|cxp(-S(U) time, where U(t)is the solution of the
Z jL J¢--jL J _ ..

(1) equations of motion resulting from the

"e_,j_,_MCU_II/1_[U,IlZ,"e!_. Hamiltonian. This procedure is referred to
m

as the Molecular Dynamics algorithm. To
The function S(U) in the exponential is ensure ergodicity, momenta p are from

the gluon action, containing a kinetic
term and local interactions, while M(U)
contains the kinetic term of the quark
fields and their local interactions with the

gluons. Z is a normalization factor, often
referred to as a partition function because
of its similarity to partition functions in
statistical mechanics. The integration is
over the fields at each site and each link
of the lattice. The fermion fields are some-

what peculiar; they are anti-commuting
and therefore cannot be represented on a
digital computer. Fortunately, they can be
integrated analytically using Gaussian
methods. The result is

1
(_) = -_ f [dU]detM (U)

x exp{-S(U)}_(U,M-I(U))

= l_[dUlexpl_S(U) (2)

+ TrlogM(U)}_(U,M..I(U)). Figure1.Artist'sconceptionofa QCDsimulationon a lattice,showingthreequarksthatmakeupahadron.Theinsetshowsthequarkfieldsattachedto a
latticeelement.
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time to time replaced (refreshed) by new exact form of the matrix M. Convergence
random Gaussian variables. This combi- of the Conjugate Gradient algorithm can
nation is known as the Hybrid Molecular take over 250 iterations each time it is
Dynamics (HMD) algorithm, applied; for physically more interesting

To solve the equations of motion parameter values, more than 1000 itera-
numerically, we must discretize the ficti- tions are required.
tious time. The resulting fnite step size To keep the acceptance rate sufficiently
introduces errors that must be controlled high (above 50%) for the Hybrid Monte
(kept smaller than, for example, the statis- Carlo algorithm, or step-size errors reason-
tical errors). Better still would be to use a ably small in the case of the HMD algo-
few different step sizes and then extrapo- rithm, we must use step sizes as small as
late to zero step size. Since each simula- dt - 0.005 to 0.01.
tion is very time-consuming, such an Finally, to collect reasonable statistics
extrapolation is rarely possible, for the observables, computed as fictitious

Normally we apply a "leapfrog" inte- time averages, the equations of motion
gration scheme to solve the discretized must be integrated for a length of 1000 to
equations of motion. This approach is 2000 time units. Combining all these
simple and thus easily implemented and numbers, we see that a state-of-the-art
is also (up to round-off errors) explicitly computation requires between 2 x 1015
invariant under time reversal. The latter and 1.5 x 1017 floating-point operations.
property is important in the variant of the In a lattice QCD code, the same opera-
algorithm in which the errors resulting tions nearly always must be performed on
from discretization of the equations of all the lattice sites. The data needed reside
motion in fictitious time are compensated either on that site or on one of its nearest-
by periodically performing an accept/ neighbor sites. Accordingly, most parts of
reject Metropolis step. the simulation programs, where almost all

This last variant, in contrast to the the CPU's time is spentmin particular the
other two, which suffer from finite-step- implementation of the Conjugate Gradient
size errors, is an exact algorithm known as algorithm--lend themselves to rather
the Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm, straightforward vectorization or paral-
Unfortunately, technical reasons prohibit lelization. Indeed, codes used for lattice
us from using the Hybrid Monte Carlo gauge theory are among the most efficient
algorithm for some systems of interest. In on both vector and (more important) mas-
such cases, we must resort to the inexact sively parallel supercomputers.
HMD algorithm and try to control the
errors stemming from finite step size. Coding Challenges

The equations of motion to be solved The author is a member of a large,
contain a term like DOE-sponsored effort known as the High-

i

Energy Monte Carlo Grand Challenge
Tr{M-'(U) c)M(U)/ c)U}. (HEMCGC) collaboration.1 This work was

Thus, for each step in the integration, the started as one of DOE's original "Grand
large but sparse matrix M(U) must be Challenges" in 1988. Running on the
inverted. It is this task that makes lattice ETA-10 supercomputer at the
QCD simulations so expensive. The inver- Supercomputer Computations Research
sign is done with an iterative method, usu- Institute (SCRI) at Florida State University,
ally the Conjugate Gradient algorithm, the codes achieved, on one processor, sus-

tained speeds of about 500 megaflops.
Computational Requirements In the spring of 1990, the HEMCGC

To gain an impression of the computa- migrated its computations to the newly
tional demands, consider that one iteration acquired Connection Machine model CM-2
of the Conjugate Gradient algorithm for a system at the Supercomputer Computations
lattice size 163 x 32 requires between Research Institute, where it has since been
8 x 107 and 3.8 x 108 floating-point opera- using close to one-half the available CPU
tions, depending on the exact way in which time. When programmed in a high-level
the fermion-gluon interaction is discretized language, such as CMFortran or
on the lattice; that is, depending on the Fortran/Paris, a lattice QCD simulation
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code runs at about 1.5 gigaflops on the tested and tuned on almost realistic sys-
full 64K-node CM-2. terns, and new and better algorithms can be

As the CPU spends more than 95% of its developed. Especially when testing alga-
time in the Conjugate Gradient inverter rithms, it is important to stay as close as

subroutine, its code has been given special possible to the realistic system we wish to
attention. It was handcoded in CMIS, the simulate. It is for such systems that, for
Connection Machine Instruction Set. This example, the iterative inversion scheme
treatment maximized usage of the takes longest to converge and thus is subject
pipelining capabilities of the Weitek to the greatest improvement. Improvement,
floating-point chips as well as enabling however, typically incurs more overhead,
bidirectional, nearest-neighbor communi- which on smaller and less realistic systems
cation in all four dimensions of the lattice can impose a penalty on the new algorithm
simultaneously, that can cause us to misjudge its worth.

The resulting code runs, for optimal

geometries, faster than six gigaflops on The Lattice QCD Calculation
the full CM-2. In actual calculations, the The most important theoretical goal of
programs run at sustained rates of four to lattice QCD is to compute the hadron
five gigaflops. The range of speeds results spectrum and to compare it with the
from simulations on different lattice sizes experimentally known hadron masses to
(and hence geometries) and from the fact see whether QCD is correct. However, in
that we used two different forms of the the path-integral approach suitable for
fermion-gluon interaction matrix M. numerical simulations, we cannot com-
Computationally, they differ in the bal- pute the ma:_ses directly. Instead we must
ance needed between communication and measure correlation functions [see Eq. (2)]

floating-point operations. Communication such as

takes longer, and thus a code with less C (t) = (O(t)O(O)>, (3)
communication per floating-point opera-
tion runs faster, where O(t) is an operator--or interpolat-

Even with our very efficient codes, a ing field--that couples the vacuum to the
simulation takes--for one set of parame- particle whose mass we want to deter-
ters and one form of fermion matrix M-- mine. One can show that the correlation
between a few weeks and more than a function behaves as

year to run on one-half of a 64K CM-2.

The remarkable thing is that such C(t) = c I exp(-mlt ) + c 2exp(-m2t ) + .... (4)
resources are needed to simulate a system

of spatial size 163 x 32! If we choose a box where m i are the energies (masses of the
l,'ngth large enough to comfortably fit one states that have the quantum numbers of
of the hadrons inside, the resulting resolu- the interpolating field O(t)). The lowest

tion is barely adequate (see Fig. 1); if, mass in the channel, m 1, can thus be
instead, we try to increase the resolution, extracted from the exponential fall-off of
the size of the box shrinks, and the C(t) as t _ oo.

"squeezed" hadron is affected by severe Other interesting quantities are the
finite-size effects. The experience we have probability distribution of the quark in a
gained so far indicates that a "definite" meson relative to the antiquark or, in a
computation of, say, the hadron spectrum proton, the probability distribution of the
will require a system wRh at least two to third quark relative to the first two.
three times the number of sites in each Figure 2 shows examples of such wave
direction. Such an extension will require functions measured by the HEMCGC
supercomputers several orders of magni- collaboration.

tude faster than the current generation. Wave functions give us information
Nevertheless, we have already achieved about the sizes of the hadrons. For exam-

much, and can anticipate more, with the ple, we can extract from them the charge
current generation of massively parallel radii and compare those with numbers
supercomputers. We have obtained inter- known from experiment. Knowing the
esting physics results even from prelimi- sizes of particles can also serve as a diag-
nary simulations. Algorithms can be nostic tool to help judge the reliability of
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our simulations. As can be seen in Fig. 2, In addition to the masses and charge
the wave function of the proton fills almost radii of hadrons, we are interested in their
the entire lattice. This indicates that the lat- lifetimes and other elements of their inter-

tice volume should be increased further, action matrices. (Most elementary parti-
since the particle seems to be squeezed by its cles, except the proton, the electron and
limited space. Indeed, we have found that, the neutrinos, are unstable and eventually
for the same parameters, going from a lat- decay.) Some matrix elements, like the
tice of spatial size 123 to one of 163 reduces pion decay constant, f_, and the "wave
the mass of the proton by about 15%. function at the origin" for vector mesons

Quarks in nature are almost massless, a (which is related to their electromagnetic
circumstance that raises two other difficul- width), are measured relatively easily
ties for lattice QCD simulations. First, the from current matrix elements between the
convergence speed of the Conjugate vacuum and a one-particle state. Such
Gradient inversion of the matrix M measurements are already feasible, and

decreases roughly as 1/m_ with the quark the HEMCGC collaboration is attempting
mass, m_. Thus, for quark_ of smaller mass, to make those calculations. Others, which
we need more Conjugate Gradient itera- are matrix elements of four-fermion oper-
tions to obtain convergence. At the same ators between different one-particle states,
time, a smaller quark mass reduces the pion require lattice sizes that are impractically
mass, since chiral symmetry requires that large for currently available resources

the latter is proportional to ¢7_.This rela- without making some approximation.
tionship in turn induces lar_er finite-size
effects,which are typically of order e-mTcL. Finite-Temperature Calculations

The upshot isthat when working with a Another, related line of lattice QCD
smaller quark mass, we must make the lat- studies is concerned with its predictions at
tice size accordingly bigger, again increas- finite temperatures. At low temperatures,
ing the cost of the simulation. What this QCD operates in the ordinary phase of
means is that our current simulations are hadronic matter (briefly described above).
feasible only at quark masses that are too When the temperature is raised, the system
large and thus are not yet realistic. As a undergoes a change to a chirally symmet-
result, although all masses come out in the tic state that consists of a plasma of quarks
right "ballpark," the ratio of the proton and and gluons. Lattice gauge theory aims at
rho-particle masses comes out too large, as studying this change to determine whether
does the pion-to-rho mass ratio. An encour- it is a real phase transition (and if so, of
aging trend, though, is that as the mass of what order) or simply a rapid crossover
the quark gets smaller, the mass ratios from one _,pe of behavior to another.
move in the right direction, getting closer to Studies (_Jfhigh-temperature plasmas
the experimentally known values, have an irr portant bearing on issues

Figure 2. Cross sections
of hadron wave functions.

Brighter colors corre-

spond to higher probabil-
ity density. (a) Pion wave
functions as a function of

relative separation of
quark and antiquark.
(b) Proton wave function
with the u quarks fixed at
(x,y,z) = (0,-2,0) and
(0,2,0). Shown is the
probability distribution of

the d quark. (Figures pro-
duced by T. DeGrand and
M. Hecht.)
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related to the physics of the early universe, it is necessary to perform simulations at

At the very high temperatures and pres- several parameter values. Once found,
sures prevailing immediately after the Big these parameters must be converted to a
Bang, all matter existed in the form of a physical temperature. Equation (5) shows
quark-gluon plasma. The answer to the that to do so we first need to know the lab
question of whether the transition between tice spacing in physical units. This quan-
this plasma phase and hadronic matter tity can. be obtained from a (zero-
represents a real phase change can have temperature) spectrum calculation that
an important bearing on our understand- determines the hadron masses, such as the
ing of how the universe evolved. Physicists mass of the rho particle, in lattice units;

hope to explore the properties of the that is, it produces a pure number for mpa.
quark-gluon plasma in heavy-ion colli- We then use the experimentally known
sion experiments that produce the neces- value of the rho mass to obtain the lattice
sary conditions. Such experiments are spacing and finally the transition temper-
planned for the Relativistic Heavy Ion ature in physical units.
Collider (RHIC), under construction at Table 1 shows the results for the transi-

Brookhaven National Laboratory, and for tion or crossover temperature. The term nf
CERN in Switzerland. denotes the number of quark flavors con-

Numerical studies of systems at finite sidered, where nf- 0 refers to a quenched
temperatures reveal that pure SU(3) gauge calculation. Experiments at RHIC should

theory--QCD without fermions--predicts reach higher temperatures and therefore
a first-order deconfinement transition, produce the quark-gluon plasma phase.
QCD with four light "flavors" (another Another property we expect to change
property of quarks) predicts a first-order in going from the low-temperature
transition that restores chiral symmetry, hadronic phase to the high-temperature
For QCD with only two light flavors, in plasma phase is the topological suscepti-
contrast, we have not as yet observed a bility, which is related to large-scale struc-
real phase transition but only a rapid tures of vacuum fluctuations. Strictly
crossover from the chirally broken speaking, however, the topological charge
hadronic phase to the chirally symmetric is defined in the continuum limit only for

plasma phase. Two light, almost massless, "smooth" configurations. In a configura-
quarks are found in nature, the so-called tion produced by a numerical simulation,
"up" and "down" quarks (in addition to the charge is masked by short-distance
heavier ones). As the lightest of the heav- fluctuations and lattice artifacts. To
ier ones, the "strange" quark has a mass expose the underlying topological charge
close to the transition or crossover temper- density, the configuration must be made
ature and is therefore likely to be unim- smoother. This is done by a "cooling"
portant for understanding the physics of algorithm that iteratively relaxes a config-
the transition/crossover, uration towards a local minimum of the

Finite temperature is introduced on a action functional, S(U), in Eq. (1). Since
four-dimensional lattice by making it the relaxation is done with a local algo-
asymmetric with the temporal direction rithm, the large-scale structure of the con-
shorter. The temperature is then given by figuration remains unchanged in the

i

T = 1/(aNt), (5) Tc Table1.
nf (MeV) Criticaltemper-atureforfinite-where a is the lattice spacing and N t is the ...........

temperature
number of sites in the temporal direction. 0 23o QCDwith nfLattice sizes needed for finite-temperature flavors.
studies comparable in quality to the zero- 2 140
temperature studies described earlier are 4 100
16 3 x 4 to 16 3 x 8. They are thus a little
less demanding than the zero-temperature
studies. On the other hand, to locate the

phase transition or crossover from

hadronic matter to a quark-gluon plasma
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Figure3. Topologicalchargedistributiongeneratedbya simulationjustbelowthetransitiontemperaturefrom ahadronplasmato a quark-
gluonplasma.Blueindicatesa positivedensityandorangeanegativedensity,with lightershadesshowinghigherdensities.(a) In atypicalcon-
figuration,the distributionismaskedby quantumfluctuationsandlatticeartifacts.(b) Chargedistributionin a "cooled"configuration.(Thefig-
ures,froma simulationdoneby SergiuSanielevici,weregeneratedby thevisualizationsoftwareSciAn.)

cooling process and is thereby revealed, as counterparts of the high-energy accelera-
shown in Fig. 3. Topological susceptibility tar experiments now performed at Fermi

is strongly suppressed in the high- National Laboratory in Illinois and at
temperature phase, in accordance with CERN in Geneva, Switzerland, and
theoretical expectations, planned for the Superconducting Super

Collider in Texas and the RHIC in

Conclusions Brookhaven, New York. Indeed, detailed

Numerical simulations of QCD, the calculations of strong-interaction effects
strong-interaction sector of the Standard are necessary to interpret the data col-
Model of particle physics, are a very lected in such experiments and to extract
demanding computational undertaking, their implications for the Standard Model.
Such simulations are well-suited to mas- Only large-scale numerical simulations

sively parallel systems. However, we are promise to give us that capability.
limited by the current generation of super-
computers to preliminary and exploratory Reference
studies. Reliable simulations that 1. K. M. Bitar, R.Edwards, U. Heller,A. D.
approach realistic values of parameters Kennedy, W. Liu, T. A. DeGrand, S.A. Gottlieb,
such as quark mass and the coupling con- A. Krasnitz,J.B. Kogut, R.L. Renken,M. C.
stant require computers running at sus- Ogilvie, P. Rossi,D. K. Sinclair,K. C. Wang, R.
tained speeds of a teraflop or more. Such L. Sugar, M. Teper, and D. Toussaint, Intl. J.
large-scale simulations are the theoretical SupercomputerApplications4, 48 (1990).
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range from simple "envelope-equation" are stronger than the defocusing forces,
models to elaborate fluid and discrete-par- so that the particles experience a net
ticle simulations in one, two, and three focusing force.
dimensions. Because of a beam's low In most conventional accelerators, a

plasma frequency and short residence time "matched" beam condition is obtained by
in the accelerator, particle-in-cell tech- balancing the average focusing force
niques are particularly effective. A particle- against the transverse particle temp-
in-cell (PIC) program uses a mesh of zones erature. However, for the space-charge-
in two or three dimensions to keep track of dominated beams of greatest interest in
local electric and magnetic fields. Particles HIF research, the balance is predominantly
that happen to reside within a zone during between the electrostatic self-field of the
a particular time-step contribute charge beam and the confining force (Fig. 1).
and current terms to the field calculation We use the three-dimensional PIC code

that the program makes between particle WARP (Ref. 3) to follow the dynamics of a
time steps, space-charge-dominated beam in a user-

The Induction LINAC Systems specified lattice of sharp-edged focusing
Experiments (ILSE) facility and experimen- and bending elements. The self-field is
tal sequence proposed by the Lawrence obtained by solving Poisson's equation on
Berkeley Laboratory represents the main a "warped Cartesian" mesh, one that is
thrust of the U.S. program. 2 In ILSE, as in bent along with the accelerator center-
almost all modern accelerators, transverse line. Special "residence corrections"
confinement is afforded by quadrupole applied to the forces acting on particles
electrostatic or magnetic lenses. Such ensure that neighboring particles receive
lenses focus the beam in one transverse similar impulses as they traverse a sharp-
direction while defocusing it in the other, edged element regardless of the number
The successive lenses are of opposite polar- of timesteps on which they land within
ity, leading to the term "alternating- the element. Correction terms that
gradient" (A-G) focusing. Since the beam account for rotation of the coordinate sys-
is wider in a given direction as it passes tern are incorporated into the equations
through an element that is focusing in of motion; Poisson's equation is solved in
that direction, and since the focusing force the warped coordinates, yielding the elec-
on the particles is proportional to their trostatic potential.
distance from the axis, the focusing forces

Longitudinal Compression in HIF
Drivers

In an induction linear-accelerator driver,

current is amplified by a drift-compression
process wherein the beam's tail is acceler-
ated more than the head, thereby enhanc-
ing the current. This uneven acceleration
results in a shorter beam with a higher con-
centration of ions and thus higher current.
The MBE-4 facility at Lawrence Berkeley
Laboratory 4 has been used to study mis
effect experimentally. We have used the
WARP code (and others with simplified
geometries) to model the effect; these calcu-
lations were done at the National Energy
Research Supercomputer Center.

Figure 2a shows the results of modeling
the initial beam. The upper half of the fig-
ure is a top view of the beam (x-z projec-
tion) and the lower half a side view (y-z
projection). The beam is even longer and
thinner than the figure suggests; the tick

Figure 1. Periodic focusing systems, showing (a) a single-particle orbit without space
charge and (b) effect of space charge in depressing the betatron phase advance per cell.
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marks are labeled in meters relative to the shows that the inward motion (in the

initial centroid of the beam. Because of beam frame) of the beam's ends has

the A-G focusing employed, the beam is slowed as a result of space-charge repul-

fat in x where it is thin in y, and vice sion by the body of the beam. A number

versa. Figure 2b shows the initial position of the particles have passed through the

and velocity in the axial direction (z-vz). beam's center.
The various colors indicate where in the The velocity profile must be carefully

beam a group of particles was located at tailored if the head-to-tail spread in axial

the beginning of the simulation, velocity is to be effectively nullified at the

The drift-compression process comes to point of peak compression. Just as an opti-

an end when space-charge repulsion slows cal lens focuses the different colors of visi-

the inward motion to a standstill. We ble light at different points (a phenome-

have used simulations and theory to non called chromatic aberration), a

obtain the scaling of both the degree of magnetic lens focuses particles of different

compression and the distance to peak speeds onto different spots. Too great a

compression with beam current and veloc- spread in the particle velocities will lead to

ity tilt. Figure 2c shows the beam after it excessive chromatic aberration in the

has moved 9.144 m down the system; at final focusing optics and hence to too

this point it is near peak compression. The large a focal spot at the fusion target.

beam has grown fatter as a result of corn- Misaligned elements and cross-sectional

pression, and some axial mixing has enlargement of the beam resulting from

occurred. The final (Z-Vz) plot, in Fig. 2d, axial compression can lead to emittance

Figure 2. (a) Initial
MBE-4beam asmodeled

usingthe WARPcode.
The beam ismoving
from left to right. Colors
indicate initial position of
particles in the z direc-
tion. The upper image is
a top view of the beam
(x-z projection) and the
lower image a side view
(y-z projection). (b) Axial
velocity versusaxial posi-
tion (vzvs. z) at the start
of the MBE-4 simulation.

Fasterparticles are at the
left. (c) Simulated
MBE-4beam after it has
moved 9.144 m, show-
ing x.z (upper image)
and y-z (lower image)
projections. The beam
hasgrown much shorter,
and somewhat fatter, as
a result of the drift com-

pressionprocessused to
shorten the pulseand
enhance the current.
(d) MBE-4simulation at
9.144 m near the point
of peak compression,
showing vz.z.
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growth as particles sample unwanted mul- the fluorescent-screen monitors. This
tipole fields. We are using both simulation process takes advantage of the inherent
and theory to study these effects, ability of the eye to recognize details in

patterns that would be very complex to

Combining Beams in HIF Drivers represent mathematically. Figure 3 com-
The principal challenge in designing pares the results of the simulation with

accelerator systems for high-intensity the experimental observations.
beams is to preserve beam quality.

Applications of charged-particle-beam The Next Linear Collider
technology such as electron-positron col- There is now general agreement in the
liders, free-electron lasers, and HIF drivers high-energy physics community that to
all demand beams with both high cur- continue exploring the energy frontier
rent and low emittance. The requirement with electron-positron interactions, we
for low emittance has motivated us to must abandon circular colliders for linear

search for possible causes of emittance colliders. This realization has led to active
growth and the resulting limits on beam research by physicists throughout the
brightness. One such limiting mecha- world on the next generation of linear col-
nism is the conversion of space-charge liders. We are now at the point where we
potential energy into kinetic energy, can discuss in fair detail the design of such
which occurs whenever a beam with a a "next linear collider," or NLC. 7

nonuniform current profile propagates in The two key parameters of the NLC are
a linear focusing channel, its energy and luminosity. A broad con-

An extreme case of nonuniform current sensus on the values of these parameters
density, and one of particular interest to has emerged over the past couple of years.
HIF, occurs when several beams are corn- The energy should be 0.5 TeV (total
bined to produce a single beam of higher energy of electron plus positron), upgrad-
total current. Beam-merging is useful able to at least 1.0 TeV. One reason for
because it is difficult to transport a high- this choice of energy range is the great

current beam at low energy. In collabora- potential of such a collider for doin§ sig-
tion with our colleagues, we have studied nificant high-energy physics research in

the particular case of five beams formed the era of the Superconducting Super
simply by placing a mask with five holes Collider (see the article beginning on
in the path of a high-intensity electron p. 53). Another is that this energy range is
beam. s As the beams merge, a fluorescent a natural next step, as it is greater than
screen shows a generally homogeneous that of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC)
spot that corresponds to the total area of by a factor of 5 to 10. To obtain a collision
the beam. However, the initial configura- event rate sufficient to perform detailed
tion of the beam reappears further down measurements, the luminosity of the col-

the beam line. This is an interesting and lider should increase with the square of its
unexpected observation. This phenome- energy. An NLC in the tera-electron-volt

non occurs despite the substantial growth range requires a luminosity between 1033
in emittance that results from the nonuni- and 1034/cm2/s.

form current density. Apparently enough An energy increase of the magnitude
particles describe orbits that are nearly needed can be obtained in two ways:
linear so that the original structure of the either by increasing the length of the col-
transverse beam is imaged after one-half lider 10 to 20 times over that of the SLC
of a betatron oscillation. (3 km) or by raising the strength of its

We used the program SHIFT to simu- accelerating field to 5 to 10 times that of

late numerically the propagation of the the SLC gradient (20 MV/m). The current
merging beams. 6 The simulation must consensus is that we should first increase

represent the experimental apparatus the accelerating field by a factor of 3 to 5,
very accurately to quantitatively repro- up to about 50 to 100 MV/m. To limit the
duce the observed reappearance of the radiofrequency (rf) power required, the
original configuration. We used a gray- field should be generated by structures
scale graphic representation of the simu- similar to those used by the SLC but at a
lation data to reproduce the results from higher frequency of 10 to 30 GHz. At the
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Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, the Experiment Simulation
frequency choice for the NLC is 11.4 GHz,
or four times the present SLCfrequency.
The trade-off between accelerator length
and strength of the accelerating field is
ultimately governed by overall cost and
upgradeability. A broad optimum occurs
at the point where the linear costs (accel-
eratin 9 structure, magnets, tunnel, etc.)
equal the cost of the rf power source, z = 3.4 cm

We can now sketch a rough design of a
linear collider that can achieve both the

desired energy and luminosity. Figure 4
shows a possible layout. The design calls
for two complete linear accelerators, one
for electrons and one for positrons. Each
LINAC is supplied with particle beams by
a damping ring that is followed by a
preacceleration section consisting of two z = 17.0 cm
bunch compressors and a 16-GeV LINAC.
After passin 9 through the main linacs and
the final focusing system, the beams col-
lide at a small crossing angle inside a
large particle detector.

Designing a Klystron for the Next
Linear Collider

A klystron is a device that amplifies
or generates rf electromagnetic radiation z = 30.7 cm

(Fig. S). We are simulating designs of
X-band klystrons for the Next Linear
Collider by running the two-dimensional
programs Condor and Mask on the CRAYs
at the National Energy Research
Supercomputer Center in Livermore. The
high peak fields involved pose problems
for the output cavities and output coupler.
The waveguide coupler causes special con- z = 44.3cm
cern because it perturbs the symmetry of
the output cavity. The result is the genera-
tion of transverse fields that can deflect

the beam into the walls of the klystron. As
klystron beams for the XC-series of tubes
have sufficient energy density to melt cop-
per within one modulator pulse, they
must be carefully designed to prevent their
interception.

The fully electromagnetic PIC simula- z = 71.s cm
tion concerns the part of the beam tube
(Fig. 5) that includes all the rf cavities.

Figure 6 is a single snapshot, generated by FigurL. 3. Phosphor
Condor, of the particle distribution, screen pictures obtained
Cavities are simulated by a port with an rf from experiment, and

voltage located on the outer well. Phase comparable simulation
and amplitude of the rf are determined by plots,at various distancesz from the beam mask.
solving equations for the equivalent circuit

z = 101 cm
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Figure 5. Schematic drawing of a high-power, high-gain klystron. Gain is determined
by the number of gain cavities.

Figure 6. Output of the Condor program for a klystron. Cavities are simulated by rf
voltages across a port in the wall. Equivalent circuit equations are used to determine rf
voltage phase and amplitude for each cavity.

Figure 4. Schematic of a possible layout for the Next Figure 7. Output coupler for the X-band klystron designed using the three-
Linear Collider (not shown to scale). Most of the length dimensional rf modeling capabilities of the PIC program MAFIA. The arrows show the
(and cost) is in the Lwo "main LINACs." direction and strength of the electric field in the operating mode.
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I i

for each cavity. This technique saves an and three-dimensional PIC capabilities,
immense amount of computer time that it is not truly practical to run them in the
would otherwise be required to simulate three-dimensional mode with particles on
the spaces in the cavities that do not con- either platform. True production runs for
tain the beam and also leads very quickly three-dimensional PIC calculations will
to the steady-state condition that is the probably have to await the availability
objective of the calculation. 8 of massively parallel computers.

The most critical portion of a high-
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system is viewed as a collection of nuclei We outline here one such first-
and electrons. The major advantage of principles approach. It assumes that much
such an approach is that predictions of can be learned about metallic alloys by
properties and identification of the mecha- first studying the electronic structure and
nisms that give rise to phase transforma- energetics of ideal, random solid _olutions.
tions do not depend on input parameters. We can visualize a random solid solution
Rather, they are consequences of the prop- as an underlying periodic lattice on which
erties of the underlying electron "glue" the atoms of the alloy are randomly dis-
responsible for metallic cohesion. The dis- tributed (see Fig. 1). In many respects this
advantage of this approach is that it is very is the natural, high-temperature solid-
difficult to implement in all but relatively state phase. The reason for this is simply
simple situations, entropic. As indicated above, there is a

Almost of necessity, any ab initio theory contribution to the free energy that results
of phase stability in alloys must include from the different possible ways that the
three key elements. The first is a theory of atomic species can be distributed amongst
many-electron interactions sufficiently the available lattice sites. Since this term is
accurate to enable calculation of the small negative (stabilizing), and is proportional
energy differences between different alloy to the absolute temperature, there should
phases. Second is a means of implementing always be some temperature at which the
this theory for relevant phases (elemental, disordered solid-solution phase is stable
ordered intermetallic, disordered solid-solu- with respect to the pure elements and to
tion). Third are techniques for treating the possible ordered compounds. Thus, in
compositional rearrangements at finite addressing questions of alloy stability, it
temperaturesmthese give rise to the most makes sense first to consider the properties
important entropic contribution to the free of the high-temperature disordered phase
energy of the disordered solid solution, and then to study its instabilities either to

Figure 1. (a) Three unit cells of an idealized face-centered cubic (fcc) lattice. In the fcc lattice, the basic structural unit can be thought of
as a cube with atoms on each corner and at the center of each face, whereas in the body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice there is an atom at

each corner of the cube and an atom at its center. (b) In an AcB(1 c random solid solution, the A and B (red and blue) atoms are ran--)
domly distributed on the sites of an underlying fcc lattice with probabilities c and (1 - c), where c is the concentration of the A species.

(c) In the L12 ordered structure, which forms at the composition A0.2580.75, _he A atoms occupy the corner positions in the basic unit
cube and the B atoms occupy the face centers. (d) The L10 ordered structure forms at the composition Ao.soBo.50. In this structure, the A
and B atoms are arranged in alternating layers.
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phase separation (separation into regions Schrbdinger equation, which is at the
of pure A and pure B) or to the formation heart of the SCF equations, is calculated
of specific ordered phases such as those from the charge density, which, in turn, is
illustrated in Fig. 1. generated from the solutions of the

In addition to providing us with a refer- Schr6dinger equation. Typically, the SCF
ence state from which to study phase sta- equations are solved iteratively, the major
bility, disordered solid solutions are inter- task being to solve the Schr6dinger equa-
estin 9 in their own right. Indeed, they tion (or, for heavy elements, its relativistic
often find applications based on some spe- equivalent, the Dirac equation) for sys-
cific property that is characteristic of the tems containin 9 roughly 1023 atoms.
disordered phase. For example, the high For ordered systems, solution of the
electrical resistivity that results from cam- SchrOdinger equation can be greatly sim-
positional disorder is exploited in heating plified by making use of the periodicity of
elements. Disordered alloys, especially the crystal lattice. Thus, a wide variety of
those with face-centered cubic (fcc) lattices so-called band-theory methods are now
(Fig. 1), also form the basis of most cam- available for calculating the electronic
mercial alloys, as they are more likely structure and energy of ordered solids. For
than ordered alloys to be ductile. Indeed, disordered alloys there is no such simplifi-
alloy designers have only recently devel- cation, as the crystal potential in each
aped ordered intermetallic alloys that are atomic cell is different from that in every
ductile. However, disorder plays a role other because every atom is surrounded
even in these, as they are typically used at by a different arrangement of other
compositions that do not correspond to atoms. This complexity is further cam-
the simple ratios required by the stoichio- pounded by the fact that the way in which
metric compound or contain additions atomic species are distributed amongst the
that are randomly distributed, available lattice sites is not known.

Consequently, calculated properties must
Electronic Structure of Disordered be averaged over an ensemble of possible
Alloys configurations consistent with the concen-

Most modern first-principles calcula- trations of the constituent species.
tions of the electronic structure and ener- We have extended the implementation
getics of condensed matter are based on of the LDA-DFT methodology to random
the local density approximation (LDA) to substitutional alloys via the LDA Korringa,
density functional theory (DFT). Density Kohn, and Rostoker coherent potential
functional theory is, in principle, an exact approximation (LDA-KKR-CPA) method
method of calculating the energetics of an developed in collaboration with our col-
electron system in the field of the atomic leagues Frank Pinski at the University of
nuclei, in particular the total energy of the Cincinnati, Duane Johnson at Sandia
ground state (T = 0 K). The LDA converts National Laboratories-Livermore, Balazs
DFT into a practical, albeit approximate, GyOrffy of the University of Bristol, Julie
computational scheme. The LDA-DFT Staunton of the University of Warwick,
methodology requires as inputs only the both in the UK, and Beniamino
composition and atomic numbers of the Ginatempo at the University of Messina in
constituent species. Thus, it provides a Italy. In its present form, this method is the
direct link between the properties of a basis of all our calculations of the elec-
material and its underlying electronic tronic structure, energetics, and phase sta-
structure that does not depend on any bility of disordered alloys.
adjustable parameters. The LDA-KKR-CPA method uses the

In the LDA-DFT method, the problem of coherent potential approximation for the
calculating the charge density and energy complex task of averaging over configura-
of the ground state is reduced to solving a tions. The CPA is a mean-field theory of
set of Hartree-like self-consistent field the effects of disorder. It directly yields the
(SCF) equations for the motion of a single averaged Green's function, from which we
electron moving in the effective field gen- can obtain other quantities of interest,
erated by the nuclei and the other elec- such as the electronic charge density and
trans. The potential that enters in the energy, by integrating over the occupied
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electron energies (the so-called occupied processors are well-suited. Consequently,
band), the availability of successive generations

As is typical of mean-field theories, the of Cray supercomputers has contributed
averaging process implicit in the CPA greatly to the development of the KKR-
requires the solution of a set of integral CPA method. Indeed, constructive inter-
equations. The KKR-CPA method formu- play between theoretical, algorithmic, and
lates these equations by using multiple- computational developments has been a
scattering Green's function techniques, general feature of the whole field of first-
The essence of the CPA is to model the principles calculations of the properties of
effects of disorder on the electronic struc- solids.

ture through the properties of an effective One quantity of interest in a disordered
scatterer (or single-site coherent potential) solid solution's its heat of mixing. This is
that is the same on every site. Thus, the a measure of the energy required to form
problem of treating scattering from a ran- the alloy from its constituent species. If the
dora array of real scatterers is replaced by heat of mixing is positive, the alloy should
the much simpler problem of describing phase-separate at low temperatures; if it is
the scattering from a periodic array of negative, the alloy should form ordered

effective scatterers. In the KKR-CPA method, compounds For a binary AcB I c) alloy at' ( -

the effective scatterer chosen is one that T = 0 K, the heat of mixing is simply Ernix

gives, in some sense, the "best" representa- = Ealloy - cEA - (1 - c)EB where Eallo., EA,
tion of the real disordered system, and EB are the energies'of the disordered

Solving the equations of the KKR-CPA alloy and of the A and B pure metals,
method turns out to be a computationally respectively. Simple arguments based on
demanding task, requiring repeated eval- regular solution theory predict that Emix is
uation of a three-dimensional integral proportional to c(1 - c).
over the Brillouin zone (the unit cell of Figure 2 shows the results of our calcula-

reciprocal space). At each point in the tions of energies of mixing for CucZn(1 _ c)
Brillouin zone, calculation of the inte- and AgcAl 1 c in the fcc phase The former
grand requires the inversion of a matrix-- displays a _ - )ehavior that is close to regular
the KKR matrix--that has the dimension solution theory, while the latter does not.

N(lrnax + 1) 2, or 2N(lma x + 1)2 if the con- Both are consistent with measured
duction electrons are treated relativisti- enthalpies of mixing and with a number of
cally, where N is the number of sublattices other properties of these systems.
in the basic unit cell (N = 1 for simple fcc

and bcc structures; see Fig. 1) and/max is
the angular momentum cutoff used in the
calculation. When dealing with alloys of
transition metals, we typically include s,

p, d, and f states (thus Imax = 3). Hence,
for fcc and bcc lattices (treating the elec-
trons nonrelativistically), the matrix is of
dimension 16, whilst for the perovskite
structure (five atoms per unit cell and rela-
tivistic electrons; see below) the matrix

size is 160. To complicate matters further,
the integrand can be nearly singular over

a complicated surface in reciprocal space.
Despite these difficulties, we have devel-

oped efficient numerical methods for solv-
ing these equations. Still, the number of
matrix inversions is large--typically 300
to 2000 per energy. For a single self-
consistent field iteration, the KKR-CPA

equations must be solved for 100 to 150 Figure2. Energiesof mixing of two fcc solidsolutions, CucZn(1_ c)
energies. However, taking the inverse of a andAgcAI(1_ c)alloys.
complex matrix is a task to which vector
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Ordering and Phase Stability
Rather than reviewing current

approaches to ordering and phase stabil-
ity, we show here some results that illus-
trate what can now be achieved by build-
ing on the LDA-KKR-CPA theory of the
ground state.

Even in the disordered state, atoms do

not in general arrange themselves ran-
domly. In most alloys, they have a

propensity either to cluster or to show
short-range order (SRO). In an alloy that
exhibits clustering, the probability of find-
ing like atoms as neighbors is greater than
would be expected from a random distrib-
ution. Similarly, in an alloy that exhibits
SRO the probability that unlike atoms are
near neighbors is greater than in a ran-
dom distribution. The propensity of atoms
in the disordered state either to cluster or

to exhibit SRO can be quantified in the so-
called Warren-Cowley SRO parameter,
o_(_) and can be measured directly in dif-
fuse-scattering experiments with x rays,
electrons, and neutrons.

Figures 3 and 4 show the results of cal-
culations of SRO diffuse scattering for

selected CucPd(1 c) and PdcRh 1 c alloys- (-) '
The calculations are based on the so-

called Gy6rffy-Stocks theory of ordering
and phase stability. In this method, SRO
diffuse scattering is calculated from the
results of an LDA-KKR-CPA calculation of

the electronic structure in the homoge-
neously disordered phase. Other than the
CPA, the only major approximation is to
treat the configurational entropy within

mean-field theory. The power of the
theory lies in the fact that it can be exe-
cuted without recourse to arbitrary or
adjustable parameters. 1 Thus, the predic-
tions of the theory regarding the nature of
the ordering process are couched in terms
of the underlying electronic structure.

Figure 3 shows calculated SRO diffuse-
scattering patterns for copper-rich

CucPd(1 - c/alloys at three concentrations.
The calculated peak positions in the SRO
diffuse-scattering maps are indicative of
this system's propensity to form long-

period ordered structures at low tempera-
tures and are in excellent agreement with

experiment for all concentrations.
Figure3. S_lor__lge-orderdiffusescatteringpatternscalculatedbytheGyorffy-Stocks The diffuse scattering pattern calculated
methodfor ,,, Cuo.93Pd0.07, (b)Cu0.75Pd0.25, and(c)Cuo.6oPdo.40.Thecalculated

for PdcRh(1 _ c) alloys is completely differ-peaksarein ._oodagreementwithexperimentalvalues.
ent from that for CUcPdll _ c) (Fig. 4a is an
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example). In PdcRh(1 c) alloys, the posi- point to an individual processor. In the
tions of SRO diffuse'scattering peaks are latter, the work associated with solving the
independent of composition and are KKR-CPAequations for a single energy is
indicative of low-temperature phase sepa- assigned to a given processor. In both
ration. Indeed, as shown in Fig. 4b, the cases, it is trivial to ensure that the calcu-
phase boundary calculated from the lotion being performed on one processor is
mean-field-theory free energy is in quite independent of all others.
good agreement with what is observed Which strategy is the most effective
experimentally, especially considering depends to some extent on the target par-
that the only inputs to the theory are the allel machine. We have been using MIMD
atomic numbers of palladium and (multiple-instruction, multiple-data)
rhodium, machines with limited to moderate paral-

lelism but relatively powerful individual
Parallelization of the KKR-CPA processors. These machines consist of
Method CRAYY-MPs and CRAY-2s with four to

Despite major achievements in first- eight processors, located at the National
principles calculations of the properties of Energy Research Supercomputer Center,
condensed matter, researchers have barely Florida State Universit3L Ohio State
scratched the surface of this vital disci- University, and Cray Research, Inc., and a
pline. Accordingly, as we address increas- 128-node Intel iPSC/860 located at Oak
ingly complex problems we face a contin- Ridge National Laboratory. Accordingly,
ued demand for more powerful methods
and the computational resources needed
to execute them.

From a computational perspective the
1980s might be characterized by the
increasing power and availability of vec-
tor computers. The 1990s promise the
rapid development of massively parallel
computers. Thus, it seems opportune to
ask if these anticipated advances in com-
putational power will be accompanied by
progress in first-principles calculations of
materials properties comparable to that
achieved by vector machines. In begin-
ning to address this issue, we undertook
the parallelization of the KKR-CPA code.

The KKR-CPA code offers a number of

opportunities for effective parallelization.
As we have noted, the bulk of the compu-
tational effort demanded by the code is

expended on invertin _ the KKR-matrix at
the large number of k points (300 to 2000)
necessary to evaluate the k_space integral
required to solve the KKR-CPA equations
for a single energy. In addition, we must
solve the KKR-CPA equations for a large

number of energies throughout the occu- Figure 4. (a) Calculated
pied energy band in order to perform the short-range order diffuse
energy integration needed to obtain the scattering pattern for a
charge densi.ty. Pd0.25Rh0.75 alloy.

Both the _-space integration and the (b)Phase diagram of
Pd Rh alloys Theenergy integration offer opportunities for c 0 -c) .
magenta shows the cal-

parallelization. In the former, we can culatedmiscibility gap.
assign the work associated with setting up._, The blue shows our
and inverting the KKR-matrix at a given k experimentally deter-

mined values.
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we parallelized the code over the energy large systems, we have obtained execution
integration by adopting a master-slave rates of the order of 20 and 300 megaflops
paradigm. A single processor, the master, on single Intel i860 and CRAY Y-MP
knows the full problem, including perfor- processors, respectively.
mance of the energy integration, construc- Since no slave-slave and little master-
tion of the charge density, iteration of the slave communication is required, the
LDA equations, and calculation of the method also parallelizes effectively.
total energy. Each of the remaining nodes Indeed, for large systems the code can be
is assigned the subproblem of solving the made essentially 100% parallel. To ilIus-
KKR-CPAequations for a single energy, trate this, we obtained performance fig-
The master generates a pool of tasks (ener- ures for a load-balanced calculation of the

gies) that it disburses to the slaves. When electronic structure of BacK(1 c)BiOs, a
a slave node has completed its task, it high-temperature superconductor with a
sends the solution back to the master, perovskite crystal structure (Fig. 5). Since
which then sends it another energy. This we performed a fully relativistic calcula-
procedure continues until all the energies tion, the dimension of the KKRmatrix was
have been calculated. 160. For this problem we obtained execu-

In general, solving the KKR-CPA equa- tion rates of over 2.3 gigaflops on an
tions requires different numbers of item- eight-processor CRAY Y-MP and over 2.5
tions at different energies. Consequently, gigaflops on ORNI.'s 128-node Intel
we had to consider load-balancing issues, iPSC/860.
Since the energy integration is performed In addition to running the code on true
over a contour in the complex plane, and parallel machines, we have also imple-
energies that lie far off in the complex mented it on ten networked IBM worksta-
plane take fewer iterations, we order ener- tions under Parallel Virtual Machine
gies according to the size of their imaginary (PVM). PVM is a UNIX-based software
part, those with a small imaginary part package that allows the creation of a (vir-
being placed at the head of the task queue, tual) parallel machine from a set of inde-

Because the node calculation primarily pendent computers. The software uses
involves setting up and inverting the KKR- standard communication pathways
matrix, the process is highly vectorizable. (Internet, Ethernet etc.). By using PVM to
Thus, on vector processors such as the
CRAY Y-MP, the algorithms execute at
speeds near their theoretical limits. For

Figure S. Idealization of
the perovskite-structure
high-temperature super-

conductor Bao.6Ko.4BiO3.
This system comprises
five interpenetrating sim-

ple cubic sublattices. One
of these is disordered and

contains barium (green) Figure 6. Performance, in megaflops per Smillion, of the
and potassium (yellow) relativistic, complex-lattice KKR-CPA code on three dif-
randomly distributed; the ferent systems--an eight-processor CRAY Y-MP, a 128-
other four, which are node Intel iPSC/860, and Parallel Virtual Machine soft-

ordered, consist of one ware implemented on a cluster of ten networked IBM
bismuth sublattice (blue) workstations--during a calculation of the electronic

and three oxygen sublat- structure of Bao.6Ko.4BiO3.
tices (red).
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create virtual parallel machines ranging Staunton, University of Warwick, UK,

from ten IBM RS/6000 workstations to a Herman Winter, Kernforschungzentrum,
network of several CRAYs, we have Karlsruhe, Germany, Tony Gonis, Patrice
obtained performances between 250 Turchi, and Marcel Sluiter, Lawrence
megaflops and 9 gigaflops. Livermore National Laboratory, and

An analysis of cost performance, in Phong Vu, Cray Research, Inc.
contrast to raw performance, throws an This work was supported by the
interesting sidelight on our parallelization Division of Materials Science, Office of
work. The results are shown in Fig. 6. We Basic Energy Sciences, U.S. Department of
attained the best cost/performance ratio Energy (GMS, DMN), by the Applied
on a network of ten IBM workstations, but Mathematical Sciences Research Program,
the Intel iPSC/860 also outperformed tra- Office of Energy Research (GMS, DMN,
ditional Cray machines. This gratifying WAS, GAG), by the Assistant Secretary of
performance, when coupled with high Conservation and Renewable Energy,
execution rates, shows that indeed paral- Office of Industrial Technologies,
lel processing holds great promise for first- Advanced Industrial Concepts Materials
principles approaches to the properties of Program (DMN), all under subcontract
disordered alloys. We are optimistic that DEAC05-84OR21400 with Martin-Marietta
the next decade will see advances in our Energy Systems, Inc., and by a grant of
understanding of these and other types of computer time at NERSC from
materials as great as those obtained over DOE-BES-DMS.
the last.
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The National Education Supercomputer
Program

he National Education Supercomputer Program • Providing a mechanism to facilitate communica-
(NESP) was inspired by the conviction that gov- tion between teachers throughout the country and to
eminent must increasingly use its world-class encourage sharing curriculum and ideas among

scientists, engineers, and facilities to help motivate teachers, students, and scientists.
and educate America's students and teachers in

math and science. Sponsored by the Department of The National Education Supercomputer
Energy, NESP provides a unique instructional tool for The National Education Supercomputer (the NES) is
science and mathematics students in junior high a CRAY X-MP donated to the program by Cray
school, high school, and community colleges Research, Inc. The machine, housed and operated at
throughout the United States. NERSC, is used exclusively for educational purposes.

The program consists of several elements, includ- Any high-school science or math class with a modem
ing a CRAYX-MP supercomputer, the high.school and a personal computer can use this supercomputer;
science student honors program in supercomputing, up to 100 classes can use the NES at any one time.
the high-school teachers' supercomputing work-
shops, and other special workshops such as one for The DOE High-School Science Student
the Southwest Indian Polytechnic Institute. Honors Program in Supercomputing

The goals of the NESPinclude: The DOE High-School ScienceStudent Honors
• Performing large-scale computer simulations and Program in Supercomputing was piloted and estab-
modeling to enhance classroom science and mathe- lished at NERSC in 1985. It is designed to identify
matics instruction and to demonstrate the impor- and honor high-school students who demonstrate a
tance of supercomputers in scientific research, high proficiency in science and mathematics. The
• Supplying a reliable, progressive computing envi- program motivates and encourages participating stu-
ronment that supports efficient, wide-range dents to continue post-secondary studies in mathe-
network connectivity, matics, science, engineering, and computer science
• Developing distributed software that allows stu- disciplines that support DOE's overall mission. In
dents nationwide to use their local microcomputers in doing so, it introduces students to DOE's research
conjunction with the supercomputer at NERSC. programs and laboratory capabilities. Also known as
• Exploring and developing projects that foster the "Superkids" program, it brings one student from
interdisciplinary education, each state, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico,

American Samoa, a represen-
tative from the Department of
Defense Dependents Schools,
and eight foreign students to
the Laboratory each summer.
Typical student projects
include climate modeling
codes, sophisticated telecom-
munications, scientific visual-

ization, and programming on
supercomputers.

Students gain hands-on
experience during individual-
ized study sessions in which
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they use microcomputers and workstations net- developed and as the teachers' workshops increase
worked to the NES. They attend lectures on state- in scope and diversity, the program will touch at
of-the-art supercomputer applications with least 200 to 250 teachers each year, who will in
Laboratory scientists and programmers who are turn influence thousands of students.
experts in a number of disciplines, including aerody-
namics, climate, chemistry, physics, fusion energy,
engineering, robotics, graphics, and computer mod-
eling. These scientists and programmers share their
computing and scientific experience with the stu-
dents and assist them in exploring their individual
interests in computational science. The program is
dedicated to reaching the students who will consti-
tute the next generation of researchers and comput-
ing science specialists.

Teachers' Supercomputing Workshops
Teachers from across the nation attend tutorials

and work on projects to learn how to use the NES
and to gain insight on how it can be used in their
own classrooms. In addition, the teachers collabo-
rate with Laboratory professionals and other par-
ticipants in the workshop to develop curriculums.
Af.Tr the summer workshop, the teachers are
expected to complete curriculum development and
to plan how to introduce the material to students
throughout the following year. At the end of the
school year, teachers submit a report detailing the
curriculum built, telling how it was used in their
schools, and summarizi.ng their students' project
events and results. This infor-

mation is collected and pub-
lished for distribution to future

teacher participants and inter-
ested schools.

An important goal of the
teachers' workshops is the devel-
opment of "master" teachers.
Master teachers then conduct

workshops for teachers in their
local areas, giving more and
more teachers and students
access to this national resource.
As more "master" teachers are
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The National Energy Research Supercomputer
Center

he National Energy Research Supercomputer Center, NERSC was formed in 1974 in response to
Center (NERSC) is the principal supplier of the computational demands of the national mag-
production high-performance computing and netic fusion energy program. In 1983, DOE's Office

networking services to the nationwide energy of Energy Research, noting NERSC's success in the
research community. For years, the Center-- magnetic fusion community, expanded the
located at and operated by Lawrence Livermore Center's role to serve the full range of national
National Laboratory--has met the general-purpose energy research programsmhigh-energy and
computing needs of energy researchers by provid- nuclear physics, the Superconducting Super
ing a centrally located supercomputer resource Collider, basic energy sciences, health and environ-
accessible to remote users by a high-speed network, mental research, and scientific computing as well
NERSC was the first such center to offer this service, as fusion energy.
and it served as a model for other centralized When first founded, the Center relied on CDC

supercomputing facilities, including some of the 7600 machines--the fastest and most powerful at
centers funded by the National Science Foundation. the time. In 1978, NERSC acquired one of the first

Originally called the Controlled Thermonuclear CRAYs built and, since then, has expanded its col-
Research Center and subsequently known as the lection of supercomputers with a series of even
National Magnetic Fusion Energy Computer more powerful CRAYs. Today, NERSC houses a

I

A roomful of computing power. NERSCcurrently housesa CRAYY-MP C90; two CRAY-2s,a 4-processor and an 8-processor,each
with 128 million words of memory; and a CRAYX-MP dedicated to the high-school education program.
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CRAY Y-MP C90, a 16-processor, 256-million-word based on fiber optic technology and offers trans-
machine that is the fastest CRAY computer cur- mission at rates of over one million bits of data per

rently available; two CRAY-2s, a 4-processor and second. NERSC's archival storage system is one of
an 8-processor, both with 128 million words of the world's largest and fastest. Its present capacity
memory; and a CRAY X-MP dedicated to the high- is over twelve trillion bytes, to be at least doubled
school education program, in the next year or two.

A successful general-purpose computing envi- Over the years, NERSC has provided an invalu-
ronment depends not only on the capabilities of able service to the energy research community.
the central supercomputers but also on factors such NERSC serves some 4500 users located at national
as network speed and storage capacity. When laboratories, universities, and in private industry.
NERSC was first formed, access to remote users was With increasing concern about energy-related
provided by telephone lines. This was then issues, such as global warming and alternative
upgraded to satellite communication. The current energy sources, the demand for NERSC's services
network, called the Energy Sciences Network, is will undoubtedly grow.

The CRAYY-MPC90, NERSC'slatest supercomputer, is a 16-processor,256-million-word machine, the fastest CRAYcomputer cur-
rently available.The C90's central processorprovides a peak performance of one billion floating-point operations per second(one
GFLOPS).With a peak performance of 16 GFLOPS,the C90 enables a higher level of productivity for scientistsand engineers.
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Bill McCurdy Talks About the Superkids

buildings, freeways, and other structures behave
during an earthquake. Another program does
quantum chemistry. It's the same code used by

of. If we want to teach them modern astronomy, drug researchers to model interactions between
for example, we can't give them viewing time on molecules and thereby to screen a vast number of
the Keck telescope. If they're interested in high- candidate drugs before performing expensive
energy physics, we can't get them beam time on experiments.
Stanford's SLAC accelerator. If we take them on a More important, they invent applications of
tour of the Lab's Nova laser facility, they're told those codes. For example, they model what hap-

not to touch anything. But pens to global climate a hundred
with supercomputers it's differ- or a thousand years from now if
ent. Here they can get hands- the earth's orbit is altered by an

on experience, using the same errant astronomical body that
kinds of machines that scien- enters the solar system. This is the

tists around the country use for sort of ability to dream--to imag-
leading-edge research in fusion ine sciencemthat will someday
energy, in global climate mad- make them leaders in science.
eling, in chemistry and materi- And I think it's what makes the
als science, and so on. program work.

They sense that we're not The Superkids program has
making this up for them: it's produced a cascade effect in edu-

real, and they're doing the cational innovation at the
same kinds of things--often Laboratory. We now sponsor a

using the same computer very similar program for high-
codes--being done in forefront school teachers, who respond very
research. And their experiences much like the Superkids. It
with real science aren't limited improves their image of them-
to dialogues with computers. In selves as teachers, and it gives
high-school science, students them teaching tools they
have little contact with anyone doing forefront wouldn't otherwise have. It provides encourage-
research. High-school students have trouble seeing ment and recognition in the difficult job of track-
scientific research in terms of real human beings ing students to science and mathematics.
with their personal interests and feelings about One of the nation's educational goals is to

their work. So we bring in prominent scientists, make our students first in the world in math and
such as Edward Teller, for brown-bag sessions with science by the year 2000. One component of our
the kids that are sometimes presentations, some- strategy for reaching this goal is to provide better
times discussions, and sometimes both. Both, but science and math education for more people, and
always interesting and provocative. This kind of the other is to educate leaders. The students ,vho
interaction helps to make science less of an abstrac- come to the Lab are between 14 and 18 years old.
tion and more of a human activity for them. They're chosen from 50 states, four territories, and

The most important part of the Superkids' expe- several foreign countries. In general, they're

rience is not the computers they use, but the sci- picked on the basis of accomplishment. What they
ence they do. They run global climate simulations learn from their role models here forms impres-
with computer codes that are being used right now sions that will last their entire careers. These are
by scientists trying to understand climate change, some of the people who will become our future
They run seismic analysis codes to see how scientific leaders.
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